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Three Members

Elected
Six Years at $3,000
Per Annum.

WAS LYNCHED

IN TEXAS

15

MACHINES

Structure Erected Santa Fe Is Well Represent
the
ed at the Red Man's
Sisters of
by
Charity
Thanksgiving

FOB THE SICK, FOR THE WELL HORSES WERE

CONTEST

IN

President Charles A. Spiess called
the convention to order at 11:10 a. m.
today and after Rev. Julius A. Hart-ma- n
had pronounced the invocation,
prohibition petitions to the number of
forty to, fifty were presented and referred to the Committee on Liquor
Traffic
On motion of Solomon Luna the
convention went into committee of
the whole to consider the report of
the Committee on Corporations other
that Municipal and M. L. Stern amidst
hand clapping was called to the chair.
The report of the. committee of which
H. O. Bursum was the chairman was
received.
The minority reported a substitute
for Section 7.
Section 1, creating a state corporation of three members. was adopted
without debate So was the section
providing for an elective commission

and the election after the first election, of only one commissioner at
a time to serve six years..
Section 3, excluding any one interested in any transportation or transmission company from being a corporation commissioner, was passed.
C. X. Roberts presented a statement
from the representatives of the railroad unions pleading for an appointive
commission consisting of specially

qualified members.
Section 4, prescribing the method of
organizing the commission and the
appointment by it of such clerical
force as it may deem necessary.
E. F. Saxon offered an amendment
providing that the commission shall
have the appointment of only one
clerk,, cutting out all other employes,
this on the plea of economy.
Reed Holloman said that it is abs

lutely impossible to foretell what
scope the work of this" commission
will take and that it would be unwise
to hamper the commission by not permitting it to employ as many clerks
and such help as the expanding business of the state may demand.
The Saxon amendment was reject-

Fort Leavenworth, Kan., Nov. 12.
wireless message relating to the
demonstrations
in
Mexico was received at the government station here last night The
spark was lost before the signature
was sent, but the message is believed
to have been sent by Secretary of
State Knox to President Taft who is
en route to Panama. Other messages
to the President have been caught
here. The message reads: "Editors
of Incendiary papers will be arrested.
is vigorously protected.
I am informed on unquestionable authority that Anton Rodriguez was
born in New Mexico and was an
American citizen." The lynching of
Rodriguez in Texas is said to have
been the reason for the
riots in Mexico."
Uncle Sam the Aggrieved Party.
Washington, Nov. 12. Little doubt
is entertained here that the wireless
picked up at Fort Leavenworth last
night relating to Rodriguez was from
Secretary of State Knox to President
Taft. If its statements prove to be
the case the Mexican government
will be obliged

to withdraw

its

pro-

Savannah, Ga., Nov. 12. The grand
prize of automobile racing world was
raced for here today. Fifteen drivers
noted the world over for their cold
nerve and daring, were sent off at minute intervals beginning at nine
o'clock for a run of 415 miles, or
twenty-fou- r
times around the course,
for a prize of $5,000, a gold cup and
Chev$4,000 cash to the winner.
rolet, driving a Marquette Buick was
the first oft with Mulfford in a Losier
second and Basle in a
third. Heimiry was driving a Benz,
one of the favorites, and Nazarro a
Fiat, as were also a Wagner and
DePalma. Chevrolet was the first
around the course, retaining the advantage of his start' He made a lap
in 14 minutes 19 seconds. Heimery,
going 72 miles an hour, was close behind. Heimery with a great burst of
speed took the lead on the second lap
and had a lead of a minute and a half
on the fourth lap.' Nazarro was second.
75 Miles an Hour.
Savannah, Nov. 12. Hault in a
Benz car took the lead in the 11th lap
he Is going 75 miles an hour.
Tire Trouble Loses Lead.
Savannah, Nov. 12. Wagner took
the lead in the ninth lap, Heimery
and Nazarro having tire troubles.
Haupt Strikes Tree.
Savannah, Nov. 12. Haupt struck
a tree while rounding a turn on the
thirteenth lap. The car was overturned. Haupt was not seriously injured, but his mechanician,, Fahyl,
Was taken to the hospital. Chevrelot
went out of the race on the ninth lap
with a broken shaft.
Two More Badly Hurt.
Savannah, Nov. 12. Wagner's car
overturned on a skid away of the road
on the seventeenth lap. Both Wagner
and Mechanician Louis Ferro are
badly hurt.
-

n

'. G. A.
Richardson moved to trike
out "or his legally authorized representatives" after the words "the at- . torney
general of the state." He
withdrew his amendment upon expla- and' their employes. The
people are
nation by H. O. Bursum and H. M. not desirous to invest this commission
Dougherty.
with the powers of an arbitration
G. W. Prichard moved to strike out
boards to settle disputes between emthe word "legally' from "legally au- ployers and employes.
The great
as
being
thorized" representative,
of the people has been on
complaint
debate
in
a
time
For
tautology.
account of excessive rates, over chargthreatened to rival yesterday's discus- es, discrimination, lack
of shipping
sion of the word "fix", but after J. W.
facilities, etc., and these complaints
Childers had made a plea to adopt are to be heard and the abuses
remethe report just as it came from the died by the proposed commission
adcommittee as it covers the subject
The minority report undertakes to
mirably and effectively. The Prich- make a sort of a ministerial body out
ard motion was lost and Section 4 was of the supreme court whose
duty
adopted as was Section 5 which pro- would be merely to see to it that the
should
commissioner
vided that each
orders of the commission were in
receive $3,000 a year.
form. He believed the
Section 6 virtually transfers to the proper" legal
supreme court should pass on the mercommission the powers now vested in its
as well as the form of the orders.
the territorial secretary as to charter- He
explained the novel and effective
to
made
and
reports
ing corporations
of the majority report which
provision
him at present.
would result in orders of the commis
J. W. Childers referred disdainfully sion
going up to the supreme court
of the slick
to the
tech- without delay, whether an appeal is
over
were
who
quibbling
lawyers
taken from the commission's order, or
nicalities, and the phraseology, and not. The supreme court is to tie in
the
who were wasting time discussing
for this purpose.
and session at all times
difference between tweedle-de- e
He did not want to take the chances
tweedle-dum- .
This outburst occurred of the courts
making null and void
i on account of an amendment by F. E.
the efforts of the convention to pro
Wood to cnange the phraseology of vide
for the proper regulation and su
Section 6, in order to make more clear
The peoof. corporations.
pervision
the intent of the section.
ask for justice as between
A. B. Fall said the section had been ple merely
' very carefully drawn and said its in- themselves and the railroads and
the cor
one commission other corporations. Making
' tent was to vest in
commission a judicial body
poration
and
to
corporation
ah matters relating
as the
proposes would re
that there is no ambiguity in the sec- suit in minority
the very object
destroying
tion which is not removed by the secsought to be attained. He said the
tions that follow.
ablest attorneys of the convention had
F. E. Wood took tip the debate with directed
their efforts the past three
the
the last speaker regarding
legal weeks to
writing the majority report
construction of words. C. A. Spiess So as to avoid
the failures and misalso took part in defending the takes of
other
states,
especially Cali
phraseology of Section 6. T. B. Ca- fornia, and to formulate a provision
tron took the same view as did H. M. that would be effective and constituC. A. Spiess insisted that tional.
Dougherty;
there is no judicial power vested In A. B. Fall said that a careful read
this commission as this is reserved by
of the minority report shows that
the constitution to the courts. A. A. ing
the minority has most signally failed
Sedillo'took a hand in the debate at to attain
of placing greater
its
this juncture and was given a brief restraint on object
railroads than the
the
on
constitutional construction
lecture
majority provision provides. The ma
by H. M. Dougherty. F. E. Wood with jority report remedies the crying evil
drew his amendment and Section 6 of which there has been
just complaint
,
was adopted.
,
the activity of railroads In the legis
The committee rose for recess un
lature and the imposition of unjust
'
til 2 o'clock.
and excessive freight rates. He made
Afternoon Session.
a convincing plea for the right of
The convention lost no time in get- the people to regulate corporations
ting down to business this afternoon. and the' necessity of a corporation
J. L. Lawson addressed the convention commission.
in behalf of the Substitute for Section
By making the supreme court a
7 offered by the minority and which mere ministerial body in this matter,
was a copy of the Hepburn act that it would subject this court to injunc
had stood the test of the courts. He tions out of the federal court to re
wanted a commission that really had strain1 the execution of the order in
the power to regulate and will do jus question; but by giving it judicial jur
tice to the public without being op isdiction over the commission orders,
v . ;
its acts would be judicial and It could
pressive on the corporations,
H. O. Bursum calmly explained the not be restrained by federal injuncdifferences between the majority" and tion, thus avoiding the delay , which
the minority reports. He said the wouia ne mevnaDie in case tne min
people of New Mexico do not care to ority provisions were in force, "One
assume the burden of managing the of the greatest corporations of this
affairs of the railroads, of interfer country has sent an amendment to
ing with their internal affairs, In mat
ters pending between the railroads
(Continued on Page Eight.)

count of Broken Ankle.
Chicago, Nov. 12. Johnny Evers,
the Chicago Nationals, crack second
baseman, will coach the navy team
at Annapolis next spring, and will not
join his team until June 1st. His broken ankle, which has knit nicely will
be taken out of its plaster cast tomorrow.
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COL. GEORGE W. PRICHARD, STATESMAN, LAWYER ORATOR
CONSTITUTION MAKER.
Colonel George W. Prichard was'
born in the state of Senator Bever-idg- e
but the Colonel is not an admirer
of the Indiana Senator. In fact, his
feelings on the subject of Senator
are unprintable. They
Beveridge
would scorch
the paper. Colonel
Prichard is making no bones about it,

AND

practice of law at White Oaks, and
was repoatedly mentioned for a place
on the supreme Bench of New Mexico, an honor which may be still awaiting him. He was attorney general of
the Territory from 1904 to 1906 and
the latter year saw some rather strenuous times politically. The scalp of
a governor soon thereafter dangled
from his belt and he proved that he
is a man of mettle and determination
when it came to resenting a wrong.
Like all big men In New Mexico, he
naturally gravitated to Santa Fe and
was soon a valued political and legal
acquisition. Having served in the constitutional convention of 1889, it was
quite natural that he should have been
urged to accept a delegateship to the
present constitutional convention in
which he has made good in various
ways but especially as chairman of
the Committee on Education. Colonel
Prichard is an orator, not of the fervid, hot-ai- r
brand, but of the kind
that marshalls facts and arguments in
such attractive and classic language
that they persuade and convince even
those who had come to doubt and
scoff. There ought to be a place in
the new state for a man of Colonel
Prichard's talents and experience, and
the New Mexican nominates him for

he has virtually told the Senator sev
eral times what he thought of him.
Colonel Prichard besides being a
Hoosier, is also a graduate of the
University of Michigan which is the
Alma Mater not only of some of the
best lawyers in the southwest but in
the world. He practiced law in Arkansas but only long enough to acquire the rank and title of lieutenant
colonel in the militia and to breaK in
to politics, for despite his extreme
youth at that time, he was a candi
date for elector on the Republican
ticket and in those days it took more
courage than even now,. Jo be a Republican in Arkansas.- This was In
1876, and three years later finds Colonel Prichard at Las Vegas, ostensibly in the quest of health but in reality to garner new political honors.
Twice he was sent to the legislative
council and in 1882 he became United
States attorney. He transferred his
affection from San Miguel to Lincoln
county where he took a great Interest
in mining although he continued in the attorney general.
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Prohibitionists and Indepen- Football Contest Between Coolness of Christian BrothTeams of Yale and Princedents May Hold Balance
ers and Discipline of
ton This Afternoon
in Illinois Legislature
Children Remarkable
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El Paso Asks New York Why Harvard Plays Dartmouth Five Story Wing of Main BuildProbably for Last Time in
They Are Two and a Half
ing in Ashes Loss
Cents Higher.
History of Sport.
$150,000.
-
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New York, Nov. 12. Three thousand boys and fifteen hundred girls,
orphan inmates of the Catholic Protectory in the upper part of New York
City were routed from their beds by
fire that destroyed a five story wing
of the main building early today, entailing the loss of $150,000. Thanks to
discipline and the coolness of sixty
Christian Brothers in charge of the
institution, there was no panic and
the shivering children went through
the routine of the fire drilklike little
soldiers, marching out of the buildings
to the assembly hall..

X.

Today's Foot Ball Results.
ists and Independents may hold the
Yale 6 Princeton 3.
balance of power in the lower House
Harvard 18 Dartmouth 0.
of the next legislature which meets
'
Michigan 0 Penna 0.
to
Incomplete
a January. According
Cornell 18 Chicago 0. '
returns neither Republicans nor DemNavy 6 Carlisle 0.
ocrats will have the constitutuSfial maX
X XX X X
jority of 77 in the House, and two
The final stages of the foot ball
Prohibitionists and two Independents
season were reached today with the
may indicate who shall be speaker,
game
playing of the
El Paso Aska New York.
at
Princeton. Princeton celebrated
El Paso, Nov. 12. The Republicans last
night in anticipation of the long
who are buying turkey birds for deferred
victory over the Sons of Eli.
Thanksgiving would like an explana- The Yale team has been beaten twice
tion from the New York Democrats this season, while the orange and
who assert that the Democratic vic- black have not been scored upon. A
tory is really responsible for a fall in cold biting wind from the northeast
the price of food, the turkeys being swept the field this morning, augurtrouble for the punters.
two cents a pound cheaper than last ing
Next in importance was the Pennsylvyear. Not so in Texas. They are pay- ania-Michigan
game at Philadeling two and a half cents more than phia. Both teams are particularly
last year, and want to know how the strong this year. Harvard will play
New York Democrats do' it.
Dartmouth, and if she wins by a decisive score it is probable that it will be
the last time that Dartmouth will figDELEGATE ANDREWS HERE
WITH HIS $2,000 WATCH. ure in Harvard's schedule, as it is
the intention to take on Princeton
next year. Chicago will play Cornell
H.
Delegate in Congress William
at Ithaca, while Navy will have a
Andrews arrived in the city today
from Albuquerque and is registered at grueling struggles with the Carlisle
the Palace. He will spend Sunday Indians.
In the west the unbeaten Minnesota
here. Mr. Andrews brought with him
the $2,000 gold watch given him by eleven will probably have an easy
a Pennsylvania friend who much ad- time with Wisconsin at Minneapolis.
mires the former senator of the Key- ITALIAN COAL MINER;
stone state. The watch bears Mr.
KILLED AT WOOTTON.
Andrews' monogram set in many diaWootton, Colo, Nov. 12. John. Man-zin- i,
monds and it has a chimes which will
was Wiled by a fall of rock this
tell the delegate the time1 of day or forenoon In mine No. 1, of the Wootnight without questioning the face of ton Land and Fuel Company at Woot'
i
the beautiful timepiece.
ton, Colo.'
'
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Clothed In the skins of wild beasts,
The new building of St. Vincenfs
Sanitarium is now ready for occupan- their arms and legs
painted in truly
cy and it is a magnificent structure.
barbaric
splendor, carrying bows and
It is considered a triumph of architecture and is moreover a personal arrows in preparation for a mock
j
triumph for the Sisters who undertook hunting expedition, the Indians of Te-- i
to put up such a building despite the suque this afternoon were the cyn-- !
limited resources at their disposal. It osure of many eyes of pale faces turn-- j
will serve not only as a mecca for the ed upon them in awe as the red men
s
sick but also for the
who whirled around and patted their grawish to come to the Ancient City to ceful feet in perfect rhythm to a barbarous tune.
improve in health.
It will also provide headquarters for It was the celebration of the feast
the well who wUh all the comforts of San Diego in the
morning and the
of home and the first use the new
celebration of a bountiful harvest in
structure was put to was housing sev- the afternoon
that the Indians held
eral delegates and their families.
and to those who there witnessed such
The first floor, which, with the exceremonies for the first time it was
ception of the six private rooms and
two offices is tiled throughout, con- an experience more or less thrilling.
The dance is popularly known as
tains a beautiful
lobby,
reception
room, lounging room and billiard the Buffalo dance, and the huge heads
room, all opening Into each other and of the buffalo were in evidence, caron the heads of Indians
fulfilthese, with the magnificent
dining ried
room, are finished in mission style, ling that role. The skins of other
with paneling of mission. The dining animals assisted many Indians to nlav
room contains a mammoth sideboard, other roles In the strange, long drawn
mission style and all the furnishings out drama enacted.
of this and all other rooms, lobbies,
The Indian, like his pale faced "com
etc., on the first floor will be mission. panero" is
grateful at this season of
Worthy of mention, is the great old the year for many
things. But he
fashioned fireplace in the dining room, does not
celebrate it with eating turwhich will lend cheer on cool days.
but rather in pretending to slay
The kitchen, with its white tiling key
both for floor and siding, would delight turkeys, and other game. The dance
the heart of the most exacting chef should give one an idea oi the happy
the
In equipment, it is hunting ground days before
in the world.
perfect. There is an immense char- game laws fettered the red man's
coal broiler, a range of mammoth pro- powerful right hand used to hurl a
portions, bake ovens, vegetable steam- javelin or shoot an arrow with death
ers, soup tanks, serial cookers, steam dealing certainty. In those days there
tables, plate warmers, tea and coffee was no limit to the amount of deer
urns and cup warmer, all of these that could be brought to bay, no numwith steam connection.
Between the ber set on the head of buffaloes that
dining room' and the kitchen is the could be taken. And so today in ceserving room. Oft the kitchen is the remony the Indian, recalls the happy
cold storage and store room. The hunting period, and at the same time
cold storage will have capacity for turns his head to the Great
King of
five tons of ice. It contains three Day,
prayerfully grateful for what
one
for fresh meats, still remains, a fertile soil and a marcompartments,
one for cooked meats and vegetables, ket for Its
products.
and one for eggs, dairy products, eta
Santa Fe There.
The serving room off the kitchen
The dance was thrilling and well
is connected with the serving rooms
and diet kitchens on the second and might it be for there was the insplra-- "
third floors by means of a dummy, tlon in numbers, afforded by the visithus saving carrying of trays, eta tors Santa Fe sent to the scene. From
There is also to be a large passenger early morn until noon, the road to
elevator of the most approved type
presented "pilgrimagic" asthough this fs not yet installed.
pects. Wagons and carriages, saddle
The
and bath rooms horse and automobiles
hallways
every means
on all
are
the floors
tiled. of assisting locomotion were
seen
On the
second floor there are and heard.
and equesEquestrians
twenty
private rooms and four triennes were particularly prominent
two rooms and their handsome
suites
of
consisting
appearance In ridand a bath. In all private rooms
ing boots and dashing hats ought
there are stationary stands with hot to have
pleased the Indians whose
and cold running water, electric call dance was
the lodestone that atbells, etc. Each room opens onto a tracted these
visitors from far and
porch, and, all are bright and afford near.
excellent facilities for plenty of
The sophomores and the Juniors of
fresh air. There are three public bath
the high school left in wagons for the
rooms on each floor.
scene at 8:30 a. m. and the fifth and
Chapel and Sacristy.
The chapel and sacristy are located sixth grades went in wagons also,
on the second floor, the chapel being with Miss Kaune and Miss Hayward
furnished all in white and presenting as chaperones.
a handsome appearance. The pews
Another party
in autos was
and other furniture for the chapel that of Territorialgoing
Secretary Jaffa
have been ordered made in the east and Mrs.
Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Wiland it is safe to say that, when comand Mrs. G. W. Baker,
son,
Delegate
most
pleted, this will be one of the
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien and
beautiful little private chapels in the
Mrs. Ervien. Owen Wood took the
country.
The third floor contains sixteen pri- Sunday class to Tesuque In a Tallyho
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen
vate rooms and three suites, also the
operating room which Is one of the took the boy scouts to Tesuque, and
finest to be found anywhere. The they are having the time of their lives
Hon. William Bayard Cutting also
equipment is the most modern procurable. The light in this room is ex- had an automobile party which startceptionally fine, practically one whole ed for the dance shortly before noon,
side of the room being of glass. The making the trip in a motor car.
stationary stand with foot pedals, re-- , Miss Jouett Fall also had an auto
ceptacles for different solutions for party which left this morning to Teimmersing the hands in, the
suque. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fall did
operating table, and other appliances not accompany them as they went for
make the ideal place for surgical work Three Rivers today.
which the physicians in this city have
H. C. Drum, one of the sporting edilong needed. Off of the operating room
Record-Heralaris the sterilizing room containing tors of the Chicago
sterilizers for dressings, instruments rived in the city today and expressed
and utensils and everything that the wish to see the dance but as he
could be required in such a room. Also was with the party representing the
opening off of the operating room is Touring Club of America and had to
the anesthetic room and from that hurry on to the coast, he was unable
the doctors' consultation 'room and to spare the time for the trip. He
their reception room. Near this is will notice it however in his accounts
the doctor's shower bath; in fact noth- to his paper.
ing is forgotten to make the third
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Kidder of Bosfloor what It ought to be for surgical ton and Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvanus G.
cases.
Morley of this city made the trip on
Miss Mary Conlon, a trained nurse horseback.
Mrs. Kidder is one of the
from Albuquerque, who is a graduate most
accomplished
equestriennes of
one
of
of the finest hospital training
east and both she and Mr. Kidder
schools in Colorado will have charge the
attracted much attention as they rode
of this part of the work.
While there are quite a number of into the pueblo.
private rooms furnished, and more being furnished rapidly, the main part COPPER COMPANY PROMOTER
of the building is still unfurnished.
IS ARRESTED.
These, however, will be equipped for
comfort as soon as sufficient funds
Receivership Proceedings Against the
are available.
Afterthought and Great West-esemi-invalid-

Pope-Hartfor- d

test and demand for reparation, and
would leave the United States the ag
grieved party In the rioting in Mexico.
It is expected at the department of
state that the investigation of the
lynching of Rodriguez now being con
ducted by Governor Campbell of Texas and the Mexican consular officials
from Eagle Pass will settle all doubts
as to Rodriguez's nationality and
whether he was born at Santa Fe, N.
M., as alleged. - The state department
had no new details today of the Mexican disturbances.
Riot at Guadalajara.
Mexico City, Nov. 12. A dispatch
today from Guadalajara says that Car
los B. Carothers, American manager
of the West End Realty Company,
last night fired into a crowd of anti- American rioters stoning his residence
killing Jesus Loza a 14 year old boy, JOHNNY EVERS WILL NAVY TEAM.
COACH
and wounding Prudencio Chavez, the
watchman. Carothers, the dispatch
Nasays, was taken from his home at He Will Not Return to Chicago
tionals Until Next June on Acmidnight and placed in jail.

AT

Serves A Two Fold Purpose And Motor Cars Had to Be
Pressed Into Service to Take
and Adds to Santa Fe's
Usefulness.
Out Visitors.

urse

A

BUFFALO DANCE

Splendid

for Wireless Messages to President Prize Totals Nine Thousand
Taft Are Caught at Fort
Dollars and a Gold Cup-CoLeavenworth.
415 Miles.

.

ed.;

HE

GREAT THRONG AT

IS FINISHED

Committee Reports Excellent Cause of Riots in Neighbor- Marvelous Bursts of Speed
Clause That Will Do
on Savannah Course by
ing Republic Was Native
of Territory
the Work
Noted Drivers
ALL DAY GIVEN TO DISCUSSION

NO 262

BELLE ELMORE CRIPPEN
APPEARS AT ALIX.

i

Great Excitement Caused In Village In
Northwest Canada By Arrival
of Woman.
Allx, Alberta, Canada, Nov. 12.
Great excitement has been caused
here by the report that a woman who
arrived in town Wednesday is Belle
Elmore Crippen, for whose supposed
death Crippen is under sentence to be
hanged in London on November 23.
Woma., Fainted,
Alix, Nov. 12. After the woman
alighted from her train on Wednesday
she went to a livery barn,, ordered a
team of horses, saying she would
send them back next day by a friend,
the horses were returned by a fanner.
While the woman was waiting for
the horses the Crippen case was being
discussed by a group of men. One
remarked:
"I guess they will make
old Doc. Crippen squack over in London." On hearing this, the woman

r

Continued on Page Eight.
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COUNTESS TOLSTOI TWICE
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE.

Company.

St. Louis, Nov. 12. A capias for
the arrest of Theodore S. Henderson,
Spouse of Famous Reformer and Au- vice president of the Afterthought Copthor Jumps Into Water Through
per Company and its parent concern
Hole In the Ice.
the Great Western Gold Mining Company was Issued today by the U. S.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 12. A private Commissioner.
Henderson is charged
message from Tula says that Countess with a scheme to defraud. ReceiverTolstoi twice attempted to commit sui- ship
proceedings were
recently
cide today by drowning
herself brought against Afterthought and the
Great Western Companq.
through a hole in the ice.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

AGE TWC

TIE

ORDE

Magazine.")

mantle soft
Once more
ly lalls
On field and fell, on forest, farm
and fold.
The woodvine reddens over porch and
walls
And woodlands gleam In gorgeous
green and gold;
Yon meadow sleeps as though its
work were done
And breezes and brook in calmer
cadence croon,
On richer couch lies down a saffron
sun
Whilst o'er the pines awakes a silver moon.

ALIV.

DRESSED OR
'

Stems

Broilers

Fries

CHICKENS

FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS
FOR MINCE MEAT, FRUIT CAKE,

EVERYTHING

etc.

M inter Grocery Co.
Telephone No.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

40.

AND BEAUTIFUL
Azurite Lace Pins with Gold Filigree
Mounting. Enameled Wear, Gold and
Waist Sets. Jabot Pint. Buckles.

Silver

Beaded Mesh Purses, Gold Trim.
FEW CITIES

BOAST SUCH

CAN

MENT OF NOVELIES

:::::::

ARE SHOWING.

AS WE

AN ASSORT-

LINE

IN THE JEWELRY

Edu-ard-

S. SPITZ, manufacturing Jeweler.

e

FRANK F. GORMLEY
TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
SPECIMENS

KINDS

ALL

OF

HANDSOME RUGS AND

MADE

FROM COYOTE,

WOLF SKINS.

WILDCAT, BEAR AND
'

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

ROBES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLAOK

19

;

436

SANTA FE, N, M.'i

OANON
ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING

!

BREAKING OUT

Established 1856.

ALL OVER BODY

Funeral Directors
Licsnsed Embalmers
DAIHoVGHT
PICTURE

130

FRAinlriG TASTEFULLY

Wholesale
&

AND

AVE

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 3
Weeks. Trouble all Disappeared.

POTATOES and

salt;

Retail

"Some time ago I had a breaking out
all over my body. It first started like
wnat we can goose flesh
and itched dreadfully.
When I scratched it, it
would bleed and become
very sore. I tried almost everything for the
itching but none gave
me much relief. I could
scarcely sleep as the
was always
itching
worse at night.
My
hands were so sore I
dreaded putting them
in water and after I
would wash dishes or do laundry work
use of other soaps they
the
that required
were always worse. This went on for
about six months. Then I UBed Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment, and in
two or three weeks the trouble all disappeared. I always found that my hands
were worse (with a dry scale on them)
after using any cheap soap but the
Cuticura Soap produced such a soothing
feeling on my skin that it was a pleasure
to use it. I also know what wonders the
Cuticura Remedies have done for a
friend of mine, so I would recommend
them to any one. Mrs. Delaware
Barrett, 611 King St., Wilmington,
Del., Nov. 15, 1909."

WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

ft

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR
LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

SELIGMAN BROS CO.
P. O. Box 219

worid.
OMlPim TtemcdlM sold thioueliout t
Chera. Corp.. Sole Props. Boston.
book on Skin Disease!.

Patter Droit

Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOOSE IN SANTA FE'
PHONE
BLACK

45

LEO HERSCH

Wool
fireman at the Albuquerque
Scouring plant, and a man named Anderson, a clerk In the Santa Fe freight
offices, went to the Sandias looking
for a number of hours, Anderson
to meet later at a designated place. Chaves failed to show up at
the appointed time and after waiting
for a number of hous, Anderson returned to Albuquerque to obtain help
in a search for the missing man. Anderson and a friend scroured the
mountains for Chaves and Monday
Sheriff Jesus Romero started another
party of eight men out to assist in

A

THERE 15 IN

the hunt.

f

ES

"I have been using Cascarets for Insomnia, with which I have been afflicted
for twenty years, and I can say that Casvoid.
carets have given me more relief than any
other remedy I have ever tried. I shall
The suit Is unique in the second
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis., certainly recommend them to my friends
judicial district court and the allegathey are represented."
tions made by Baca are somewhat un says Foley's Honey and Tar is still as being all that
Thos. Gillard, Elgin, 111.
more than the best He writes us,
usual to say the least.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taate Good.
The complaint alleges that Baca "All those that bought it think it Is
Do Good. Never Sicken.lWeaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genasked Catalina Aragon, on September the best for coughs and colds they
uine tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
Two ever had and 1 think it is still more
28, 1910, to become his wife.
924
cure or your money back.
days later Catalina announced her de- - j than the best. Our baby had a bad
cision In the affirmative and on Octo cold and it cured him in one day.
ber 7 the happy couple secured a mar- Please accept thanks." Sold by The
Whenever you want an easy shave
riage license and made all arrange- Capital Pharmacy.
As Rood as barbers over cave.
ments for the marriage with an old
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
town clergyman. On October 9, acI'll curl and dress the balr with grace
dehe
to
Baca's
statement,
cording
I'll snit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
cided that he would prefer to remain
My shop Is neat and toweUare clean
And everythlnK I think you'll find
single and not get married. He forthTo
suit the tast and please the mind.
with notified Catalina and her mother
Palace.
to this effect saying that he had no
Edward E. Wells, C. W. Wright, E.
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
desire to get married, declared all ne-- L. Siekmann, Bert M. Casley, Denver;
eotiations off. Catalina and Catallna's Joseph Werthelm, St. Louis: Mr. and
people, however, objected to such an Mrs. C. R. Brice, Carlsbad.
uncommon matrimonial procedure and
Claire.
BARBER SHOP
swore out a warrant against Baca, alJ. I. Franklin, Colorado Springs
of
was
Baca
C.
Robert
J.
that
Denver;
perjury
Bradfield,
guilty
leging
Kelly,
247 San Franeisco StSanta Fe,N M
in taking out a marriage license, de- Max Hersch, St. Joseph, Mo.; M. F.
claring that he desired to marry the Biernbaum, St. Louis; James Hill, El
girl, when he did not mean to do so. Paso; M. Ridenour, Kansas City, Mo.;
On October 13 the case came up be- James Kohn, Denver; William C.
fore Justice of the Peace Pedro Griego Thorsen, Chicago; M. J. Stoops, Espa-noly Apodaca with a large number of
witnesses for the plaintiff and the de
Gregg.
fendant. After considering the law Hugo C. Hunter,. Chicago; M. Abra
and the evidence and then looking hams, New York; A. E. Smith, Duncarefully at the matter as it might ap- dee, Mich.; Mr. and' Mr3. Edward
pear in equity, Judge Apodaca bound Dunne, Chicago.
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
Baca over to the grand jury In the
Coronado.
sum of S500. charging perjury. It Is
E. Casaus, R. Casaus, Chamlta; Isi
alleged further by Baca in the com- dore Ferran, Rio Arriba; E. A. Wane-ke- ,
s
Men's
Juan D. Vigil,
(nailed) - - 75c
Williams, Ariz.;
plaint filed yesterday that the justice
60c
Ladies' half sores - - intimated strongly that he would send Truchas; Thomas T. Mullen, Florence,
50e
Rubber heels Baca to jail if he did not marry Cata- Colo.; D. H. Hyer, Hyer; James MarFIRST CLASS WORK
lina. Fearful of spending many days tinez, Las Vegas.
GUARANTEED.
in the jusgado, Baca considered quickwould
he
whether
languish
prefer
ly
SEARCH FOR NICK CHAVES
ing in durance vile, or spending the
PROVES UNAVAILING.
rest of his days with Miss Aragon.
With the power of the court in front Went on Game Hunt Ten Days Ago
of him and the county jail behind him,
From Albuquerque
and has Not
Baca finally concluded that he would
.Been Seen Since.

4

Let's bury the hatchet, but let the Hatchet be one of our make for
they are warranted to go deeper and cut better. We know that, and
want you to know it you, yourself, come in with your axe to grind
and we'll show you our best line of Axes.
You can find everything good in Hardware in Our Store.

UCK

PHONE
BLACK

45

satis fautujm ahbukjj

corwck's hack line sSE".

pJSte mte m Saddle Horses

SERVICE

STERLING NOVELTIES

MESH PURSES

PICTURE FRAMES IN DEPOSIT WEAR
FINE LINE OF STERLING

FLAT AND HOLLOW WEAR.

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

345 San

Francisco Street,

fOur

Phone
No.H.

"""c

"

Screened

H. C. YONTZ

8anu

Fe- - n- - m- -

12.

Th3

rescue party of eight men who left
Monday morning to scour the Sandia
mountains for Nick Chaves, who left
Albuquerque on a big game hunt nearly ten days ago, returned to the city
late last night, having been unsucces-ful in finding any trace of the missing
man. The searchers divided Into two
parties and went over the mountains
very thoroughly, exploring canons,
cliffs and crevices without finding any
clew which might ndicate whether
Chaves is dead or alive. Many mountaineers were interviewed, but none of
them were able to give any information as to the whereabouts of the
get the genuine. It is taken internal much
sought man. It is now believ
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. ed that Chaves
per shed from the
Co.
free.
&
Testimonials
Cheney
his body was
cold
and
that
possibly
75c
Price
Sold by all drugglBts.
per
and will not
snow
drifts
covered
by
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- be found until summer.
Two weeks ago. Chaves, who was
;
pation.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Nesr A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

I
r
rrCSCnptlOn UCpaFlIflcini

CLEAN

;

vj

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

ANYTHING

SATISFACTION GUAR-

EQUIPMENT

COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -

Gentlemen's

OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve. Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line ol all the
popular hair ana racial tomes.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE a FITCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS

Phone
Red 132

0. 0. SHAWG0, Propietor

East Side
Plaza.

LIVEIW STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

.

Phone us, wewillbeKladtocallfor your
aundry en Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
.
extra charge.

?

Hats Made New.

i

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Bm

fiisptr JUenm

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONE RED 122. PHONH RED 122.

Not ordinary accuracy, but that

drawcwichiMons whb small fractions! a grata.
i
OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.
IMPORTANT TO THE PATIENT. ,.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT THING TO THE DOCTOR-MO- RE
'

Lump

CERRILLOS

ANTEEDNEW MANAGEMENT

is an object lesson cf precision.

t--v

RATON
YANKEE

Shawgo's Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

i'hone

No.14,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

N. M., Nov.

.

,

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

KERR'S

Albuquerque,

11

WHOLESALE
AID RETAIL

SHOE SHOP

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable phy
sicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can pos
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces of the system. In buy
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you

mnon'nAvin
.
r.Y
V il W
nAnuwnnc uu.
"-

If W. U..JW.V

O.K.

,

HRST CLASS

Phone 39

arMalfcd tree,

half-sole-

Site

WAISTS

EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

NICK YANNI'S

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

TAILORED

. HOUSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS

T. W. ROBERT'S

PALAOH,

125

RED

Incorporated 1903

LADIES

HOTEL ARRIVALS

&

NOVEMBER 12, 1910.

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

Itched Dreadfully. When Scratched
It would Bleed and Become Very
Sore. Could Scarcely Sleep as
the Itching was Worse at Night.
Dreaded Putting Hands in Water.

o

New Paper for Las Cruces. At- POWER PLANT FOR
RIO GRANDE VALLEY.
torney E. C. Wade, Jr., will launch a
new weekly paper at Las Cruces
whose object will be to plead the Plan Which Should Work in Santa Fe
cause of the
insurgents. He
Tesuque and Nambe Valleys of
is receiving the assistance of the
This Immediate Vicinity.
leading Democrats of Dona Ana county and expects to stir the political
Albuquerque, Nov. 12. A meeting
dry bones of that section to life.
of valley farmers is called at the Rio
Robbery at Bel en A big robbery Grande Industrial School, south of the
was pulled off at Belen, Valencia coun- city for next Monday night, under the
ty, several days ago when the store of auspices of the Farmers' Experiment
the Belen Mercantile Company was Station at which the residents of that
entered and about a hundred dollars part of the valley will take up the
worth of razors, pocket knives, jewel proposition to build a transmission
ry and clothing taken. The thief en- line from this city south and Irrigate
tered the store by breaking in the the lands on the east side of the river
glass doors.
by electric pumps.
Mayor of Tucumcari Resigns. J. A.
Principal A. C. Heyman of the Rio
Youree, elected last fall as mayor of Grande Industrial school has been acTucumcari, has sold out his business tive In the movement and believes
interests here and will leave the city that enough farmers will join the
It is said that the change is made on scheme to make it pay to construct
account of his health, it being his the transmission line. Manager Butdesire to get into a lower altitude. ler of the Electric Light Company has
He will move with his family to Sul- made it understood that there will be
phur Springs, Okla., where he will no difficulty about building the line
go into business. His resignation and supplying the power if there is
as mayor was given to the city council assurance that enough farmers will
a go in to use the power. This part of
and was accepted. He has made
office.
the valley has been filling up steadily
in
while
good mayor
with progressive farmers and Mr. Heyman is positive there will be no delay
IT WAS EITHER A
WEDDING OR JAIL. in signing up enough men to assure
the success of the project.
Therefore Eduardo Baca Married Ca
At the Rio Grande school it would
talina Aragon so He Alleges and
be necessary to go about twenty-fivNow Asks for Divorce.
feet for water and at Joe Johnson's
place the depth would be about fifty
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 12. Al feet so that the wells necessary for
leging that he had the alternative of pump irrigation would range between
marrying Catalina Aragon or going to these depths.
jail, and that the double barelled propIt is desired that every farmer who
osition was put up to him with all the can do so attend this
meeting and asweight of the court behind it, by Pe sist In bringing about the reclamation
dro Griego y Apodaca, justice of the of a
large area of splendid valley land
peace of precinct 8, Eduardo Baca filed by the pumping plan. The moderate
a suit In the district court yesterday depth of the wells is one
thing that
afternoon, asking that the marriage makes the plan appear particularly
be dissolved and declared null and feasible and economical.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES

NEW

BOUND UP.

(Charles Nevers Holms in "Success

ECSBIVir Q Turkey

YourJHA

DAILY

marry Catalina. By virtue of the authority supposed to be therein vested
in him, Judge Apodaca
suspended
sentence with reference to Baca and
he and Catalina went immediately to
Las Griegos where they were quietly
married on October 13.
But, according to the allegations
made by Baca, they did not live happily ever afterward. The matrimonial seas were full of squals and finally a big 6torm came along on October
20, one week after the wedding.
and Catalina quit, separated and
dissolved partnership.
Now Eduardo wants to have the
marriage declared null and void, al
leging that he was married under
duress and that he would still a bachelor be if it were not for the questionable good offices exercised in the
cases by Pedro Griego y Apodaca, jus
tice of the peace of precinct 8.

SATURDAY,

M.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. H.

ONE WEAK SPOT.

s

weak spot.
Everyone ha
Too often its' a bad back.
Twinges follow every sudden twist
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
Tells you the kidneys need help
For backache Is really kidney-achA kidney cure is what you need.
Doan'g Kidney Pills cure sick kid-

tion has also the right to equalize and
assess.
Jose D. Sena made the point that
when the board of equalization fixes
a value, It merely prescribes the minimum valuation, and the assessors are
free to equalize and adjust values according to location.
A. A. Sedillo argued that it is im
material whether the words "to fix"

TAXATION AND

PUBUGREVENUE
Convention

Three

Spends
neys.
Hours Debating Definition
Cure backache and urinary ills.
Santa Fe people recommend the
of Word "Fix"
remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrlllos St, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in TAX
RATE LIMITATION ADOPTED
Doan's Kidney Pills Is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended them in 1902. I was caused much

d

i

i

A HOUSEHOLD

pro-mobi-

MEDICINE.

assessment
But taking up the story of the afternoon session where the New Mexican left It.
W. E. Lindsey said it is a very poor
advertisement for New Mexico to have
It go abroad that the taxable assess
ment of New Mexico is less than

To be really valuable must show
equally good results from each member of the family using it Foley's
Honey and Tar does just this. Whether for children or groin persons Foley's Honey and Tar Is best and safest
for all coughs and colds. Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.

0

when

it

should exceed

$300,-000,00-

The Moffet amendment was unanimously rejected.
The Cunningham substitute was
adopted limiting the territorial tax
rate, outside of the rate for Interest,
to twelve mills the first two years and
after that to ten mills.
Sections 6 and 7 were stricken out.
A substitute for Section 8 was offered by J. M. Cunningham providing
that the state board of equalization
consist of the governor, secretary of
state, attorney general, state treasurer and traveling auditor, and that
the county board of county commissioners shall be the county board of
equalization.
T. B. Catron raised the point that
'the constitution does not provide for
a state traveling auditor.
It's the best route back to nature, A. A. Sedillo said that this
and will imbue new life Into your
will force the legislature to create
wearied mind. The most pleasure the office of traveling auditor, the
will be obtained by driving the
best officer that the Territory has at
STYLISH LIVERY
present
We can furnish you. Our horses are A. H. Hudspeth moved to strike out
all equal to', the trip and our car- the words "traveling auditor" and
"fix", leaving to the board of equaliriages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig zation the power to adjust and equalize hut not "to fix" valuations. He
from us.
said that no other constitution he
knows of, contains these words. He
said he realized that the traveling
WILLIAMS
RISING
auditor Is a very valuable officer, but
810 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Res. a future legislature might create an
office under different name, and make
such officer the secretary of the
board of equalization.
We Have Built Up
A. B. Fall and C. A. Spless deemed
the words "to fix" absolutely essential. The latter said that If there Is

ENJOY AUTUMN
DRIVING, THRU
THE COUNTRY

BY

I

not a central power with the right "to
fix" the valuation of property, there
different standwould be twenty-siards of valuation and a horse assessed $40 In one county might be assessed only $20 in another county.
C. J. Roberts said that such power
would work great Injustice as orchard land in Chaves county may be
worth $50 an acre more than orchard
land in Colfax county, and that it
would be unjust to tax, for instance,
all horses on the same valuation,
when one horse Is worth $500 and another only $10.
Charles A. Spiess said that the state
of Wyoming has exactly the same
language In Its constitution as thatproposed; that the board of equallzax

our Paint buslneaa ty glvrng only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead and
Mfl,.ni1

l"t

nnlrwo

ivlvlni

A

Uniform

coat and .spreading easily and smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Faint is as good as two of other
kinds.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
v

Charles W. Dudrow
E

Ladles! Ask your Wru
Dlamon
lMHs in Red ana Uold mctaliicvvy
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
TakA ha nthnr. But f Tonp
IkravsHat. Ask frrt"ll l.l i iiks-te- r;
DIAMOND ItKAND PILL, for 8ft
rears known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
raw lands,
per acre, under cultivation
to $175.00 per acre. These are

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00
and highly improved, 860.00
ideal homes ready for you.

,

-

-

.v

-

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
tANOHES,

to locate settlers on

We are

gov- -

RANCHES,

prepared
LA RGB
LARGE
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- AND
are
AND
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men
: -,
SMALL.
i
SMALL
Invited to correspond with us.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Section 14 in minor respects.
makes It a felony for any public

Lumber and all kinds
of building material
.

.

mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

11

Lump, nut and

Phone Red 100

f HO WAS P. DELGAD0,

Mgr.1

HADHEAP TO DO

It

off-

icer to make a profit out of public Mrs. Shepherd Was in Bad Shape
moneys or using the same for any
. When She Could Not Stand on
purposes not authorized by law. It
I
Her Feet.
are stricken out or remain as the provides for the deposit of all public
I
words "to adjust" include the meaning moneys in banking institutions and
of "to fix" and that the board of equali the payment of interest thereon.
Durham, N. C "I am a farmer's
zation provided for will never usurp
Charles Springer moved to Insert wife," writes Mrs. J. M. Shepherd, o!
the duties of the assessor.
this city, "and have a heap to do."
"not invested in interesting-bearinH. M. Dougherty read the clauses
ago I could not stand
securities," so as to cover the de- on"Four months
my feet, to do anything much, but at
from the Wyoming constitution ap- mand of the Enabling Ant that the
this time I
the most of my work. I
pertaining to the equalization of as permanent school fund shall be invest- took Carduidoand
it did me more good
sessments. He believed that the ed in such securities.
than all the doctors.
board should have the power to fix
E. D. Tittman said that the payment
"You don't know half how I
you
the assessment for telegraph, railroad of interest on deposit of public funds for the Cardui Home Treatment.thank
I wish
that all women who suffer from womanly
lines, etc., but he is opposed to the should be made mandatory. T. J.
trouble would treat themselves as I have'
board fixing the valuation of all
made the same point.
Ladies can easily treat themselves at
if
said
a
that
M.
J.
Cunningham
home, with Cardui, the woman's tonic.
A. B. Fall moved that Section 8 be
is
It
interest
there
is easy to take, and so gentle in its
bank refuses to pay
stricken out, leaving it to the legisla no power to compel It to do so.
action, that it cannot do anything but
ture to create a board of equalization
C. J. Roberts said that he section good.
J. H. Canning protested against
Bein? comoosed exrluivplv f
does
not preclude legislation and he is table
esdeemed
it
passing the motion. He
ingredients, Cardui cannot lay up
state
the
confident
that
legislature
trouble in your system, as mineral drugs
sential that the constitutional convendeposia
will
comprehensive
often
provide
do. Its ingredients having no
tion settle the creation of a board of
harsh, medicinal effects, and being
tax commissioners and said it should tory plan.
and perfectly harmless, Cardui
W. B. W'altofl offered an amendment
not pass up the question simply b
is absolutely safe for young and old.
bank
the
accepting
that
con
of
the,
cause the legal members
providing
Ask vour druiwist He will fell vnu in
vention cannot agree on the word public deposits shoul furnish approv- try Cardui.
fix". He favored an elective tax com ed security and should pay a reasonmissioners and said it should not pass able rate of Interest
The Cunningham amendment was instructtom.and
bookT'Home Treatment
up the question simply because the
let Women, lent la plain wrapper. oanauctL
legal members of the convention can- adopted.
A. B. Fall offered an amendment
not agree on the word "fix." He favwhich provided that whereas the leg- ironical and it was
ored an elective tax commission.
rejected. SecJ. G. Fitch concurred with the pre islation that is being included in the tions 17 and 18 were stricken out
make legislatures
will
he
constitution
said
had
that
He
ceding speaker.
on motion of J. M. Cunningham.
noticed a tendency the past few days unnecessary for twenty years that
A. H. Hudspeth offered a substitute
elecfor
the
that whenever the convention ran up therefore the provision
be stricken out of for Section 18, that coal lands and
of
was
tion
matter
it
difficult
legislatures
passed
against
The amendment other mineral lands should be taxed
up to the legislature. He deemed the constitution.
on the value placed on similar lands
was
lost.
detrimental.
this wrong and
by the United States. By thiB time
the
pracA.
Sedillo
A.
spoke
against
a
substitute
A. A. Sedillo moved
officers one of the delegates had fallen soundcreating a board of equalization as in tice only too prevalent of
but was aroused by the
dicated but leaving it to the legisla making profit out of public moneys. ly asleep
of the gavel. A. H. Hudsture to prescribe its duties and pow He moved to reject the Walton amend- pounding
ment. The amendment was rejected peth argued that his substitute is a
ers.
very important one, that it is from
would
by 38 to 34.
James E. Hall asked what
A. H. Hudspeth moved another sub the constitution of Utah, that the
happen if the legislature did not pre- mineral lands of New Mexico probscribe such duties and powers. HeJ statute similar in its tenor to the Walrank second among the classes
declared that the argument over the ton amendment just rejected. He- ably
of taxable property. He said it would
creddeserves
Roberts
child's
was
C.
J.
"fix"
that
said
word
of
the
definition
Ltt for drafting this amendment, that not work any hardships on any one
play and a poor excuse for rejecting
that New Mexico should profit by
comit had been copied from another con- and
the section reported from the
the experience of other states. It is
mittee. He does not want to be placed stitution, that it had been submitted
not proper to leave to the legislature
in the position of shirking his duty to the committee and accepted, but
in- the power to exempt mineral lanis,
the
in
whether
stricken
out,
later
in
not
believe
adopting
and did
mining improvements. He
amendments merely to save time or terest of the banks or politicians he mines and the
said that
only difference of his
did not know.
passing over predicaments.
secChairman F. E. Wood called the substitute from the committee
The Sedillo substitute was adopted
is the including of coal lands
tion
Mr.
and
Hudspeth
to
order
for Section 8.
speaker
comasked the pardon of the committee. which had been eliminated In
Section 9 was adopted.
mittee.
in
the
scandals
city
Sec
the
amend
He said
great
H. O. Bursum moved to
beH. B. Fergusson said that he hoped
tion 10 to exempt from taxation all of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, arose,
New Mexico municipal, county, dis- cause the constitution of that state that what he was about to say would
of- not be taken to
impugn the motives of
trict and state bonds., The amend had no provision such as he had
fered.
any one but he insisted that the vast
ment was adopted.
C. J. Roberts said that he is satis- holdings of coal lands in New Mexico
G. W. Prichard moved to strike out
inSection 11, because part of it is pure fied that the committee had taken be taxed and that the vast power
should not be
matter
volved
this
course.
in
the
is
other
the
and
proper
part
ly legislation
J. M. Cunningham said that he did left to the legislature.
covered by previous sections.
J. H. Canning protested against
The consideration of this section not remember that this provision had
was passed for the time being with been offered in committee, that he slashing to pieces the report of the
it
intimation
that
the Prichard motion hanging in the did not like the
committee, which it had taken three
had been smothered and that he is weeks' deliberation, discussion
and
air.
He said he
T. J. Mabry moved to reduce the ex- heartily in favor of some such pro hard work to formulate.
was entirely at sea as to what the conemption from taxation of new rail- vision.
A. H. Harllee said that such a limi vention was doing to the report... He
roads, new factories, irrigation pumps
etc.. from six to three years. The mo tation, even if legislation, is eminent- asked that the report be passed over
tion was reduced.
ly proper and should be adopted for until tomorrow.
g
of public funds. He
W. B. Walton moved to add "reduc the
A. B. Fall pointed out inconsistention works" to the class of new Indus- read a similar provision from the cies and fallacies In the Hudspeth
of
six
Wyoming.
constitution
years
tries, exempted for the first
substitute.
H. O. Bursum pointed out that the
of their existence. The amendment
The motion to postpone action was
committee
was adopted.
provision offered by the
lost by a vote of, 35 to 35.
E. D. Tittman moved to amend Sec and existing law of New Mexico are
The Hudspeth 'substitute was reRtrineent In the protection of
tion 13, that all corporations be as
conby a vote of 37 to 30.
jected
the
than
funds
Wyoming
market
of
the
a
basis
sessed upon
public
19 was stricken out upon
Section
statutes.
funded
stitution and
value of their stock and their
The Hudsneth amendment was re motion of J. M. Cunningham.
debt He said that this has the enA. A. Sedillo offered a substitute
dorsement of leading tax authorities jected by 35 to 34.
R. r. Tittman offered an amena- for Section 20 covering the subject
and is the method followed by the
counment in tenor to the two just voted of collecting judgments against disstate of Connecticut.
school
and
munlclcpalitles
ties,
At this juncture a recess was taken down.
A. B. Fall insisted that the present tricts.
to enable the delegates to discover
The substitute was rejected and
the answer to the classic query: law and the section as it stands al20 was stricken out.
Section
of
the
the
reaches
purposes
"Where are we at?"
ready
J.
H.
Canning offered a section to
offered.
after
amendment
itself
The convention located
17.
It provided that
numbered
be
a
not
asked:
it
"Is
A. H. Hudspeth
twenty minutes of consultation among
and simifact that county treasurers are reap- land of the same quality
the members.
should be equally asThe Tittman amendment was un ing a rich harvest from the Interest larly situated
on public funds at this very time?" sessed per acre.
ceremoniously rejected.
A. H. Hudspeth said that one of the
A. B. Fall asked If Mr. Huaspetn
moved
that
Jose D. Sena
"irrigation
outrages In this commonwealth
is
crying
who
treasurer
making
works" be included in the new enter knew of any
is that the man with 50,000 or 500,000
prises to be exempt from taxation for profit from public lands.
pays on an assessment of only
the first six years.
Hudspeth answered that he did, and acres
40 cents an acre, while the man ownA. B. Fall moved to strike out Sec specified the treasurer of one county.
160 acres on land of like
tion 11. E. F. Saxon objected to
George W. Prichard asked: "If the ing only
situated must pay
similarly
secquality
for
law already provides for security
striking out the latter part of the
acre. The amendtion referring to the equal taxation of public deposits what objection is there several dollars per
was taken from the conlands of like character. He cited as to such a proviso in the constitution?" ment he satd
It would
A. B. Fall said that it Is writing stitution of California and
an example of inequality of taxation
of large land grant
crime
the
prevent
constitution.1
Into
the
more
as
are
that the Bell ranch holdings
legislation
For a minute or so the exchange owners escaping their just share of
sessed at 40 cents an acre, while lands
taxation.
Immediately adjoining of like charac of pleasantries between A. B. Fall
Charles Springer said he would fater but held by small owners is as A. H. Hudspeth, E. D. Tittman and J.
be
M. Cunningham grew heated and bitter vor the amendment If it could
sessed at $2 an acre.
owners
so
land
the
that
worked
large
amendthe
subsided
storm
under
an
moved
the
but
J. H. Canning
ment which provided that lands of firmly handed gavel of Chairman F. E. would not be discriminated against;
that small tracts are generally care
like character shall be assessed at Wood.
all
A. A. Sedillo offered an amendment fully picked, large tracts Include
like rate, whether held in small or
sorts of land. "Like quality," and
funds
shall
banks
havingthat
public
improvements
requiring
large tracts,
be separately and that for purposes to give security. The amendment "similarly situated" does not always
mean lands of the value.
con
be
was rejected by a vote of 38 to 31.
of taxation, plowing shall not
A. A. Sedilla, J. W. Childers, E. A.
J. H. Canning asked to change his
sidered an improvement
amendment Mlera and J. G. Clancy favored the
H. M. Dougherty asked what is vote on the Hudspeth
amendment. J. W. Childers said that
meant by lands of like character. He which carried by 3 to 34,
un
said that the listing of lands and im
The chair ruled that the amendment the large land owners received anfrom
earned
often
Increment
very
to
and
end
that
led
had been declared rejected
provements separately has
small
less litigation and confusion In other the change of J. H. Canning's vote the improvement made by the
around them and yet es
states.
at this time did not change his ruling. land owners
He said
C. J. Roberts asked: "Is coal or tim Section 14 was then amended by J. caped their share of taxation.
that this would be far better legisla
ber land a hundred miles from a rail M. Cunningham.
W. E. Lindsey offered an amend tion than some of that previously
road of like character as coal or timber land on a railroad?"
ment to Section 15, that the plowing adopted during the evening.
J. G. Clancy said that one of the
E. A. Mlera moved that the Canning of land shall not be considered an
crimes during the past has been the
amendment be rejected.
improvement for the purposes of tax assessment
of land by little rather
J. H. Canning explained that com ation. He defended his motion even
to their value, and that
than
according
be
considered
made
that
been
legisla
large though it might
plaints have
more taxes on
been
has
he
paying
amount
to
the large
grants and large tracts of grazing tion and referred
lands of big owners have been re of legislation already embodied In the 6,000 acres of grazing land than the
24,-- j
turned at much less value per acre constitution. He said that his amend- owner of a nearby land grant on
than small, tracts of
ment will sound just as musical, the 000 acres of grazing land of like qualThe amendment was rejected by a Oder just as pleasant, to the farmers ity.
The amendment was unanimously
vote of 49 to 26.
of the dry region of eastern New
A motion by H. H. Hudspeth to Mexico, as the sections that precede adopted.
Charles A, Spless moved for a reHe said that the constitution must
postpone further consideration pt Secconsideration of the rejected amendtion 11 to 9 p. m. was lost '
of necessity Include legislation.
The section was then stricken out
H. O. Bursum recognized that the ment of A. A. Sedillo which exempts
The committee rose and reported pro people of eastern New Mexico de private property from seizure for
against .municipalities,
manded that W. E. Lindsey get them judgments
gress and adjourned to 7:30 p. m.
school districts and counties, but
7
Evening Session.
something, and under the circum
The convention reassembled last stances the demand should grant it provides for their payment by tax
levy. The amendment was then adoptf
evening at 8:15 p. m. The committee even if it is legislation,
ed.
exon Ways' and Means reported that it
the
that
H. H. Kelly suggested
The committee rose, reported to the
had audited the bill of the New Mexi- emption should apply only to "first"
convention and the report was adoptcan Printing Company for $837.15 and plowing.
v
.,
found it ' correct
The convention J. M. Cunningham as chairman of ed.
the committee on Taxation, accepted
adopted the report.
RESULTS ALWAY8 FOLLOW
The convention then went into com- the amendment The amendment was GOOD
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
'
mittee of the whole to take up for adopted.
further consideration the report of the . J. M. Cunningham moved to strike are upbuilding, strengthening and
Committee on Taxation and Revenue. out Section 16. It was stricken out soothing. Tonic in action, quick in reH. O. Bursum moved that Section
substitute for sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
Q. E. Moffet moved
BOTH 6PEED AND EFFECTIVE.
and
13 be reconsidered so that It might Section 17, that was humorous
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Grrat
amount of open afr work. Healthiest location
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at d e'evatloo of 3,700
feet aboe sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snor during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lp all respects.
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We repair and care for all makes
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The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
units
without
base
furnished
with
or
bearing doors;
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranEsraeot injibrary .parlor, etc.
non-bindin-

-

ter.

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

FARMER'S WIFE
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Board of Equalization to Consist
suffering by backache for three years (
or Uovernor and row Uther
so
were
loins
times
and my
painful at
that it was all I could do to ge around.
State.Officials.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
me and I had no return attack of the
The convention yesterday afternoon
trouble for six months. At that time
a board of equalization which
created
my work brought on a recurrence of
backache. I at once took Doan's Kid- for reasons of economy is to consist of
ney Pills and they gave me relief. A state officials. The duties and powers
medicine that lives up to the claims of the board are to be defined
by the
made for It like Doan's Kidney Pills
state
limited
the
It
state
legislatures.
do, deserve the strongest endorsetax rate to twelve mills for the first
ment"
For sale by all dealers. Price BO two years, and after that to ten mills,
cents. Forste-Milbur-n
Co, Buffalo, except the levy for interest on public
New YorV, sole agents for the United debt. It included a
general $200 exStates.
for all heads of families and
emption
Doan's
and
Remember the name
six years exemption for new railroads,
take no other.
new irrigation projects and certain
new industries. It also
TO AND FROM nOSWELL.
!the uublic funds by makine it a felo- Connection made with Automobile !ny or puWIc officials to derive per- line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. sonal profit from them and compelling
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- their deposit in some banking instiwell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- tution. Some three hours were spent
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves in debating the legal definition of the
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. word "fix," and as no satisfactory
and arrives at vaugnn at e p. m. i ne conclusion was reached. It was left
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance to the state legislature to "fix' the
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and duties and powers of the state hoard
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-- 0f equalization, which it had been
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
posed by the committee on taxation,
1

be
later. The motion carried by 52 votes. The Committee on
Taxation was given until tomorrow
to draft a substitute section.
J. M. Cunningham moved to amend
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New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Saw- - Fe, New Mexico.

Rtibbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINQ
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS-
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Inches ong".
Stamp, not over 2
'
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c
One-lin- e
and not ovsr S 2 Inches Ions
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-lin- e
and not ov er 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over S Inches long, par Inch
Each additional line, aams pries.
(Curved lines on 8 tamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-haInch Inch In
we chart
line for each one-haInch or fraction.

One-lin- e

2

16s

-

2

2

20e.

25.
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DATES, ETC.
.
Local Dater any town and dat for
W
.SS
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
35
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Dstsr
,.
i.m
1.59
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
'
Pearl Check Protector
1.5
STAMP
pADS.
10 conts; 2x3
15 eonts; 2
25 cents; 2 34x4
15 cento; 3
75 cants.
14, 50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMEN
ADDKESS
Fac-8mi- le
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Mex.
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other
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Coal Declaratory Statement with
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sheet
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THE PUBLIC LANDS.
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Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
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Shall New Mexico dispose or hold made an
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that
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Stock Blanks.
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to
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Wednesday, November 16 Musical
comedy, "The Freshman" at the Elks'
for benefit of the Santa Fe Boys
Scouts and Baseball Association and
given under the direction of the Rev.
James Grattan Mythen.
at
Friday, November 18 Concert
Library Hall under the auspices of the
Guild of the Church
of the Holy
Faith. Reception will follow.
November 22 Annual sale and supper of Presbyterian Woman's Aid Society. Saturday, November 26 Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvanus Griswold Morley will
give a reception to U. S. Senator Jacob H. Gallinger of New Hampshire,
from 8:30 to 11. Invitations.
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All the little leaflets on the treeses into the reception room from the
wilt.
which had been converted into a
And the old world's looking like a spacious room by dropping a thick
crazy quilt,
canvas at the entrance. The reception
Santa Fe, N. M.
Jack Frost full of cider's on a Jam-- , room was tastefully decorated in yellow and even the leopard skins of
boree,
Painting everything around red as it which there were many, assisted In
can be.
carrying out the effect Everyone ad&
mired the new home of the Morleys,
A. E. Smith of Dundee. Mich., is a which is of Spanish style and is built
visitor here.
midst romantic surroundings, in the
Hugo C. Hunter, a business man ot shadow of the old Spanish fortress,
La Garita.
Chicago, is at Gregg's.
William C. Thorsen, a Chicago travThe dining room was a bower of
eling man is at the Claire.
beauty, white chrysanthemums and
Delegate and Mrs. C. R. Brice from smilax in profusion delighting the
Carlsbad, are at the Palace.
eye, while many white and green hoodDistrict Attorney E. C. Abbott Is in ed lights cast a soft glow all over the
Denver on important buslnesrs.
room. Open Are places,
in which ot the Des Moines Capital, as United
William Jacob, of Odell, Neb., is a briskly burned huge logs, also shed
States Senator to succeed the late
healthseeker at the Sanitarium.
warmth and light in both rooms.
Senator Dolliver. He will serve until
Louis
SL
shoe
a
Werthelm,
Fairwere
Mrs.
At the dining table
'Joseph
1913 when Senator Dollfver's .term
salesman, Is calling on the trade.field, Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. Miller and would expire.
of
E. Casaus and R. Casaus
Chamita, Mrs. Coard. Miss Bean, Miss Foree,
Lafayette Young was born In Iowa,
are registered at the Coronado.
Miss Spitz, Miss Grygla, Miss Moore
Robert Kelly, a buggy salesman is and Miss Laughlin assisted.
Miss in 1848. He has been editor of the
here from Denver. He often visits Massie and Mrs. Wood served punch. Des Moines Capital since 1890. He
,
Santa Fe.
An orchestra discoursed sweet music served in the Iowa senate 12 years
Isidore Ferran of Coyote, Rio Arri- throughout the reception which last- and nominated Theodore Roosevelt
ba county, a merchant and former ed until 11:30 p. m. aid even then the i for vice president In Philadelphia in
WE RATHER LIKE THE .SOUND OF THE
seemed loath to leave such 1900. He was a member of the Taft
postmaster, is in town.
guests
PHRASE. IT DEMONSTRATES
VS
party to the Philippines and
Judge John R. McFie will leave to- pleasant surroundings.
to two Republican naThose invited to attend the affair
day for Aztec, San Juan county,
IN SUPPLYING ;THE
OUR
THAT
EFFORTS
tional conventions.
where he will hold court for a week. were:
PEOPLE OF THI-- COMMUNITY
James Martinez of Taos, came over Governor and Mrs. Mills, Secretary
Mr. Young was war correspondent
from Las Vegas last evening to visit and Mrs. Jaffa, Judge and Mrs. Mc- with Shatter's campaign in Cuba and
his father. Delegate Malaqulas Mar- Fie, Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, has lectured on the Cuban campaign.
tinez.
Former Governor and Mrs. Prince, He has a wide reputation as an orator,
Mrs. A. B. Renehan has been quite Hon. and Mrs. H. O. Bursum,
Hon. Mr. Young attended the first reunion
111 at her home
on East Palace ave- and Mrs. A. B. Fall, Miss Fall; Hon. of the Rough Riders held at Laa Venue. Her condition today was un- and Mrs. Lindsey, Mrs. Hall, Mrs. gas, N. M., when former President
changed.
Frost, Dr. and Mrs. Garrison, Hon. Roosevelt was present, as governor of
Miss Richie Sellgman who has been and Mrs. Mabry, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. New York and made the promise that
quite 111 at her home on East Palace Clarke, Mr. and Mrs.'R. J. Palen, Mr. if he ever was in a position to help
avenue, was reported slightly improv- and Mrs. Charles C.' 'Catron, Mr. and New Mexico get statehood, he would
ed today.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan, Mr. and Mrs. F. i do so.
The Wallace Club is not meeting to- C Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. R J. Rolls,
day but will meet again next Satur- Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mr. and
If you want anything on eartn try
day at the home of Miss Robinson at Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
WalA.
Sunmount
F.
Paul
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Asplund,
Demetrio Perez of Las Vegas, was ter, Mr. and Mrs. Cartwright, Mr. and
in the city yesterday to attend the Mrs. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff,
funeral of Mrs. Doloritas P. Alire from Mr. and Mrs. Carruth, Mr. and Mrs.
the Cathedral.
H. M. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.'Cran-dal- l,
William Gregg, the well known hoMr. and Mrs. V. L, Bean and Miss
TO MAKE
tel man of this city, is seriously ill Bean, Mr. and Mrs. Goutchey, Mr. and
and it was decided by surgeons that Mrs. Gable, Mr. and Mrs. Newhall,
an operation was necessary.
Mrs. Marsh, E. Marsh, Mr. 'and Mrs.
FRUIT CAKE
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Rolls gave a Haynes, Mr. and MraCharles Miller,
&
dinner last night in honor of Dr. J. Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Diaz, Mr. and Mrs.
them-selvethe lecturer from Hugh DuVal, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Tur-leN. McCormack,
MEAT
MINCE
laid
were
Covers
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REMOVAL NOTICE
ABOUT NOV. 10th, we will move into the
room vacated by the Claire Cafe. We will
have a large and varied assortment of
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brought with tbem many happy reminders of the occasion. Refreshments were served and a very delightful afternoon was spent.
Miss Zola Hickox gave a card party
Wednesday afternoon at her home
on College street in honor of Miss
Gene McBrlde, sister of Fred
of this city and who has been
spending the past few years in Seattle. There were 14 guests at the party and they all enjoyed themselves
very much.
Club met Friday afterThe Fifte-noon at the home of Mrs. Weltmer.
Mrs. Marsh presided. The roll call
was followed by quotations by the
club after which a paper was read by
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter. It was entitled "The Mormon Batallion." It
was most interesting, continuing' as
it did the club's study of that period
of our history. Mrs. .Jaffa followed
with a reading of a scene of western
life and It too was much enjoyed.
Current events closed the meeting.
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SStage (or Van Houten N,
His lecture, although a trifle long,
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for ffillzabethtowa, X. M., at 9:00 a. m,' dally except
was an interesting one. It was delivone
$3.50
round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
way
Sundays, Fare te.w
, for the south at 11;11 p. rn. .'arrives from
O. & 3 train leaves Das Moines, N,
the ered under the auspices of the Santa
9 32
8 55
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South at
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J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

Fe County Medical Society.
Governor Mills introduced
the
speaker, in a brief but forceful
telling the advantages of measures for the prevention of disease,
Following the address were several
briefs talks, one by the Rev. James
Grattan Mythen who in graceful and
logical phrases pointed out the value
of teaching the laws of health.
Dr. McCormack said in part:
"The greatest asset of any nation,
its most important resource to be
Is that represented in
considered,
its vigorous population, its children,
women
and men. In fact, farms,
mines, forests, factories and similar things called wealth, have lit-lmore than an abstract value, ex
cept as there is such a population
to operate
and enjoy them. The
drain upon this asset in this coun
try from diseases now
known
to De preventable, and as a result
of vicious
and immoral living, is
estimated at more than one third
of the entire sick rate every year.
The recognition of this drain and
its causes, and a comparative study
of the results of better sanitation
In other countries, and in some sections of our own country, have so
impressed economists, teachers and
other leaders of thought, that the
American Health League, a lay organization of 50,000 members, has been
formed, with headquarters at Yale,
to arouse and educate
public sen
timent on the subject.
'These economists figure that there
is an average of 1.500.000 deaths in
this country every year, with 4,200,-00- 0
cases ..of sickness, affecting the
comfort and happiness of 5,000,000
homes and 25,000;000 people. After

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

s

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
HI

e

Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

WHfcN GOING

careful study they tell us that over
of this enormous sick and
death rate, a tax upon the people
almost beyond calculation, can and
should be prevented.
As an argu
ment for peace, it is shown that
210.000 men were killed, in both armies during the five years of the
civil war As an argument for healthier living, it is shown that ' 750,000
persons have died from tuberculosis
in the last five years and that about
1,000,000 are constantly sick of it
They show 250,000 deaths and 2,500,-00sick from typhoid fever in the
same period, and
a large sick and
death rate from diptheria, measles,
scalet fever and other diseases preventable with present knowledge, and
urge that with proper government as
g
knowledge
sistance, this
should be constantly extended.
"It- is then shown
that in ten
years our national government has

EAST OR WEST

one-thir- d

use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

0

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
or

UNION DEPOT.

R SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passenger!
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate tot
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four 01
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a, m. arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
3

west

12:10 p. m. with connection from
No. ie east
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.
1

west

7: 3d p. m. with connection with No.

?

YJOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
north bound train and arrives at

'.he

Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

ica

to a.3c
Tla.ln.g
Ma.gr Com.fort,"bl,

FARE

IPEKUL

2?,s

$5.00

LADHDRY

east

9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
4 east. No. 7 westf
11:30 P. m. with, connection from
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
No. 8 east, No. 9 west
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Above effective October 1st
D. & n. G. Ry.
AGENCY" at O. K. Barber Shop
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent-PhonNew Mexico Central Ry.
No 23 Red
Leave 7:30 a. nu connects with No.

For Best Laundry Work

east and 33 south and west If you want anything oa eartn try
Arrive 8 p.m. with connection from
a New Mexican want Ad.
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
34

and now proexpended $40,000,000,
poses to
appropriate $250,000,000
more, to prevent tick fever in cattle,
cholera in hogs and chickens, pests
to crops and trees, and to protect
other interests having money value,
while in all its history it has never

spent a dollar or lifted a hand to protect the people from these far more
important domestic pestilences.! There
are experts and
funds in abund
ance at Washington to go anywhere
for investigation, or to prepare liter
ature in regard to any animal or plant
disease, any agricultural resource,
water, power, or other condition af
fecting commercial interests, but the
citizen will inquire in vain for infor
mation about protecting his family
from typhoid fever or other sickness,
Antagonism to Reform.
"Most of these facts are well
known to medical men. They have
long insisted that good health can
and should be made more contagious
than sickness, and, in direct conflict
with their own interests, have urged the health reforms which would
bring it all about, but in most states,
and in the nation, have met almost
constant indifference or antagonism
from both legislative bodies and the

i" CANCER"
I

WILL GIVE

IFI

$1000

FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
I TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
WITHOUT KNIFE OR PAIN. VEGETABLE
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50 0 0 CURES
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juogm, Lawytn, Doctors.
Il Millionairtt, NoXfUy
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WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Can cere never PAIN they
A small
Eiison.

Tumor,

or Sore on toe
Lip, Face or Body $
months IS CANCER.
tiO-PAO- E
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may profit by their discoveries
or
inventions, but doctors cannot, their
vows requiring that they be made
public for the
good of humanity.
All of
this has Involved
altrustic
lnhrtl Tl'i, lin.it
lt
tory. unappreciated and obstructed.
'

1 -- 1

For the mother in the home to be
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the rearing of
children, is one of life's greatest
blessings. Often the bearing of
children injures the mother's health,
if she has not prepared her system
in advance for the important event.
Women who use Mother's Triend are saved much of the discomfort and suffering
.
lnhri- T
t 4
w,nr,tr nil that." thnTmnrhlv
ci
iQ CUlIUllUIl W 1 Lll VAira;i.tUll, 1UUM1CJ.9.
AklOtl pjUBliu.u.a
;ates every muscle, nerve and tendon Involved at such times, and thus promotes
physical comfort. IS aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues and perthe
for
the
system
prepares
fectly
;oming of baby. Mother's Friend
issures a quick and natural recovery
for every woman who uses it. It ia
for sale at drug stores. Write for
free book for expectant mothers.

1

ment fostered bv the r,at discord in
our ranks.
"Had doctors been as united and
taken the same pains to keep in
touch with, and guide the people dur
ing the formative period of our government as the lawyers did, health
and medical boards
would always
have been as much a part of the
warp and woof of our country, state
and national machinery as the courts
They ought to have been because
more important, just in proportion
as health and life are more important than property interests. Since
this has been so insisted upon by
political economists,
an increasing
number of our more thoughtful public
men
are coming to realize, as
Gladstone, Disraelll,
Bismark, Gara- betta, and other real statesmen in the
older countries did long ago, that a

.

BEADFEELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
quors and drugs, and all other things

at enmity with pure living.

"As will be readily seen,
a revolution
form involves
practice of medicine as has
so rapidly in the practice of
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discussing it freely at the close of
my talks. In this way I have been
able to make a study of doctors and
what the people think of them in a
very broad way, have found this sentiment almost universal, and it is on
this account mainly, that it has been
so difficult for us to secure and enwit
force our legislation.
"You will firBt be shown how this
feeling against doctors has affected
us as a nation. For lack of authority
for medical officers during our war
with Spain, we lost 16 of our soldiers from preventable disease for
every one dying as a result of battle,
and 85 of each 100 were inmates of
hospitals. During the longer and
more severe war in Manchuria, with
full authority and rank for their doctors, Japan lost one man from disease
for every four killed in battle, and
but 15 of 100 were in the hospitals
We had known of this danger ,to our
armies, ana naa begged for proper
authority for our army surgeons, for
25 years, and since these wars, with
the object lessons of Cuba and Manchuria before the congress and country we are still begging, and practically the same dangers yet face our
armies in the event of a foreign war.
ur legislative bodies, state and
FLEXIBLE WELT
Facts of the same kind almost withtraining and aptitude for his'
out number might be given to show work, and such a salary that he can national, were dominated by high
that except in the emergency of epi- devote, his entire time to it; for no class lawyers. Better opportunities
now open to this class and such
demics, no other nation has been and man can be the kind of health of-- ; are
and practice Positions are sought by a lower grade
still is so criminally negligent of the fleer here described
lawyen ana omers wno
health and lives of both its soldiers medicine. The positions are so incom- of politics. With this change,
business
reaand its citizens.
patible that It would be just as
others have come. The problems
to
to
act
as
sonable
a
expect
lawyer
Tuberculosis Not Hereditary.
and support his family by the, 'ore this country were never before
Bad as is this record for the nation
or difficult and, instead of
Man - winning: foot-gea- r,
that for most s'tates is little better. practice of law at the same time.:o complex
ana
tor me
uw
w,r,
being
legal
be
of
would
investments
It
the
best
at
least
of
those
Probably
with social and
sick and of those taken to your co- to provide such comprehensive health are mainly economic,
built by men
which
moral
require a
elements,
as
substitutes
rn teries every year are afflicted with systems everywhere,
solution,
the
for
official
class
make-shifts
so gen higher
diseases which ought not to occur. for the political
who know what they
and literary
About one of every ten deaths are erally in vogue, because the greatest Broadly trained business
leaders
industrial
and
teachers
men,
tax
not
out
is
annual
upon
people
from consumption, and in spite of all
such
are about, in a model
the talk about preventing it, you now that paid into the municipal, county, should certainly be selected in votes
have a large tubercular population. state and national treasuries, but the numbers that their voices and
effective. There is a doctor
This is not an inherited disease, and long unrecognized tax for preventable would be
factory where it is
n dose tuch with almost every voter
if all the expectorated matter from sickness and funerals.
better
be
m
and
this
it
may
country
"With such aims and possibilities
every case now in the State could
not
to go Into public life them- many
be collected and destroyed, as your before it. fully realizing the magni for them
Selves.
nf
and
tnrlft
thf
reform
obstacles,
the
health officials and physicians are
that
"In any event it is an educational
labor required to
earnestly trying to do, until all now the
sick of either recover or die, and carry it on, the American Medical As- work, and our profession ' has the
other necessary precautions be taken, sociation with branches reaching into knowledge, whioh fits and imposes
raises the wages.
you would soon have none but Im every state and county, and about 80,- the duty of leadership. It will Involve
ported cases. You have a large sick. 000 members, Joining hands with all years of unselfish labor, and all may
and death rate in the State from typ others, Individual or organized, who not be equal to it How doctors are
hoid fever every year. This Is not on- will take part in it, has entered upon to bs compensated under this new
ly a preventable, but the most typical a broad campaign of education which order, and whether as many will be
of the filth diseases. No one can have It is hoped will ultimately reach needed, we have not stopped to
home in this land. In the very quire. We know that it opens a new
it except by getting into the mouth
of it, medical men must lead field of unlimited possibilities, that
nature
something from the bowels or kidneys
of some one who has the disease, this movement in most communities, the doctor of the future will be a far
to do this, more important and useful man than
usually carried there by water, flies or and to better qualify them
the one of today, and we only ask for
milk. Medical literature abounds with a carefully planned
accounts of fatal epidemics from all course, adapted to the needs of all such a league with the people, offenthese sources in cities, towns country schools of practice, with weekly or sive and defensive, as will insure sucdistricts and military camps. If these more frequent meetings, and attract- cess In every community."
ive rewards forvthose who complete
discharges from every case of typhoid
Once Worn, Ne'er Forsworn
fever could be systematically disin the four years' work, has been placed
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
the
of
of
profession
Is the name of a German chemical,
fected, clean water and milk provided, within the reach
and flies gotten rid oi, there would be every county without cost Thus, In one of the many valuable Ingredients
no typhoid fever. There is also a time it is proposed that an
of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
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large sick and death rate from dipth- - doctor will be placed within reach
one
now
without
of
and
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every
medical
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measand authorities as
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a uric acid solvent and
les, whooping cough and like diseases, at the same time leaders for this
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form
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ST.
encouraged.
developed
LOUIS,
to say nothing of the cruel slaughter
the urine. Take Foley's Kidney RemCause and Prevention.
of babies during every hot season
at
the
first
edy
kidsign of
"In addition to" its scientific work ney promptly
from the use of dirty or adulterated
trouble and avoid a serious maleach
is
county
that
it
proposed
society
milk. One and all, these diseases
ady. Sold bv The Capital Pharmacy.
meetings with teachare
to our civilization. shall hold Jointwomen's
disgrace
clubs, editors,
With clean, healthy living personal ers' institutes,
and domestic, municipal and national, lawyers, ministers, druggists, busilabor and other organizations,
G O TO-they could be so effaced as to have ness,
discussion and instruction as to
only historic interest. And it would! for
matters of mutual interest Later,
actually cost less to do this than it
does to treat and nurse the sick and through teachers and others, the aim
will be to teach every school, child
bury the dead, to say nothing of the
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and
family with practical information
sorrow
of
life preventand loss
pain,
of
cause
and
to
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prevention
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sickness. In this plan, the physician
"When we have urged legislation
is also to be a moral as well as a
for these purposes, otherwise intel
physical leader of his people, setting
ligent congressmen and state legisla an example of clean, healthy living
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,
tors have not hesitated to say that in his own
and home, urging
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doctors asked for these laws for their the same standard ;of
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morality for
own benefit, without stopping to con- men
DIEGO
and women, and securing the
.SAN
sider that in so far as they prevent
of teachers, ministers
sickness they diminish their own in- and druggists in warning the people,
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comes, the very unselfinishness of the young
of the dangers
especially,
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L'jag time limit
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judged, as legislators saw no other
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people. This was in part, because
to the laity medicine has always been
an occult, mystic science, and still
more because, until
recent years,
ours has been a discordant profession.
This discord was in small part between the different systems of practice, but far more between physicians
competing for the same practice, and
was often fostered by their lay friends
The same thing existed in the clergy
until recent years, dividing the religious world into hostile camps, and
in all the other isolated vocations,
lawyers alone living In the agregate
and escaping this curse.
A few years ago we were aroused
to the enormity of this evil,
to its
baneful effects upon us and the people, we banded ourselves together for
its extermination, probably never before; did a reform so sweep a profession, an dnow, regardless of schools
or pathies, ours is rapidly becoming
one of the most harmonious of callings. This discord had existed so
long.however, that it created a senti
ment, a prejudice, if you will, against
doctors, which is a habit of thought
with most people, except as to their
own physician, which did not disap
pear with the removal of the cause,
and in spite of the rapid advances,
of the profession, and the heroism
and individual worth of Its members,
this is almost as strong 'as It was a
generation ago. I speak in the light
of an experience which has come
to few men. I have been a state health
official, and as such, represented my
profession before my legislature for
at
30 years, and often the Congress
Once or twice almost
Washington.
every day for six years I have spoken
on this subject to popular audiences
in every section of the union, laymen
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Judge A. B. Fall Points Out
Futility of Hoarding
for Future

.

ELOQUENT DEBATE OH SUBJECT

Lunch-son-

s,

bride-to-b-

MEL

Constitutional Convention Was
in Session Until Midnight and
Resumed This Morning.

The convention went Into committee of the whole at 10:20 p. m. to take
up the report of the Committee on
Public Lands. Nestor Montoya,
amidst applause, was called to the
chair and the report of the committee received. It was unanimous and
Absolutely smokeless and odorless
had only four sections.
Is Invaluable In its capacity of quickly giving beat. Apply a match and it Is ImSections 1 and 2 were consolidated.
mediately at work. It will burn lor nine hours without refilling. It is safe,
H. B. Fergusson moved to amend the
smokeless and odorless. It has a damper top and a cool handle. An indicator
consolidated section to prevent the
always shows the amount of oil in theJont.
It has an automatic-lockin- g
llame spreader which prevents the
sale of any school section for ten
from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop
years unless for a minimum price of wick
back so that the wick can be cleaned in an instant.
$10 per acre. The section originally
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be quickly
conschool
sections
proposed excepted
Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable,
unscrewed for rewicking.
built (or service, and yet light and ornamental.
tiguous to other state lands from the
inhibition. Mr. Fergusson said that
Dtaltn Bverywhtn. If not at yours, milt for ittcrlptat circular
to thi atanst atony if On
the original section would throw open
wmuiiiii
the doors for the sale of all school
sections that are ot particular value.
He said that it is the general desire
of the people of New Mexico to with
hold these lands from sale for a period
especially since a good income is derived for the schools from leasing tract as 13,000,000 acres. To hold and such regulations as may be prothem. He said that the increase of
these lands longer than necessary vided by law.
population, the extension of scientific would hamper the schools, would de
The committee rose and reported
farming, the building of government prive the present generations of reve- to the convention, and at midnight,
irrigation works will inevitably vastly nue it should have for educational the convention adopted the report and
increase the value of school sections
These lands when they are referred the article to the Committee
and there is no necessity for selling purposes.
sold are not taken out of the Terri- on Revision.
are
them now, especially since there
This left only the article on Corremain here, they will be
other large areas of state lands that tory, they
which is to be disposed of
and
these
taxed
be
will
porations,
improved,
they
can be sold. He said that it is the taxes will add to the revenue derivand the articles on Miscellanetoday,
desire to sell the million acres grant- ed from the investment of the perm- ous Provisions and Apportionment to
ed for the payment of the Santa Fe
anent school fund. The Enabling Act be disposed of, although one section
and Grant counties railroad bond inrequires the rent from school sections of the report of the Committee on
debtedness.
to
be invested and the interest only Taxation, and apportionment of judiA. B. Fall said that the limitation
attorneys
for school purposes. To hold the cial districts and district
used
placed by Congress upon the sale of lands would cut out an increase of is also to be disposed of before the
makes
that
certain
It
these lands,
the school fund for the present. Un- convention can take up the final and
after ten years the state will, still be der the
leasing plan, each school sec- last business, the report of the Comholding a vast body of public land, tion would yield an average income mittee on Revision. Adjournment was
and that Mr. Fergusson and his de- of 3 cents an acre and this yield in- taken to 10:30 o'clock this forenoon.
scendants will petition Congress' to
would
as
law
remove this limitation of the minimum vested, lessthethan 80 requires,
cents per secThis indicates the action of Foley
produce
The
acre.
price of $3 and $5 per
for the support of the schools, Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
tion
speaker made a masterful argument for the Territory at present receives Creek, Mich., illustrates: "I have
against tying up so vast a body of
an average of $19.20 per section been afflicted, with a severe case of
land at a time when New Mexico is only
from leasing which at four per cent kidney and bladder trouble for which
to
homeseekers
help develop
inviting
less than 80 cents per section. I found no relief until I used Foley
its resources. Exhibiting a map of yields
a business and practical stand- - Kidney Pills. These cured me en- From
New Mexico, he showed how it is
the
point,
speaker's argument seemed tirely of all my ailments. 1 was
plastered up with green and yellow irrefutable.
He gave credit however troubled with backaches and severe
all
and
forests
national
the
spots,
and
of
inpublic spiritedness to shooting pains with annoying urinary
sincerity
which
reservations
sorts of other
hold the lands lor irregularities. The steady use of Foley
who
would
those
the
cluded the best lands, from which,
and longer, but he insisted Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my
Territory derives no taxes, which are ten years
closed to the settler with very few ex- that their's is a mistaken policy under former troubles. They have my high- New Mexico conditions.
t recommendation." Sold by The
ceptions, which are forever barred to
Sena sided with the last Capital Pharmacy,
Jose,!).
development and from which the com'
monwealth derives' no" "revenue. ' He speaker and pleaded that the funds
called it conservation run mad and snouia go to tne present geneniuou
MgHMHaBRBBHBV
then asked whether the Constitution- who should be beneficiaries of this
COMTIOH SPARKS,
al Convention intends to add another
green blotch of thirteen million acres
of the best lands remaining to this the native boys and girls stand in need
"Reports from many portions of
land, close them to the homeseeker of 'education, more so than they will New
Mexico indicate a quiet determl
and to enterprise. What is the use, tomorrow.
C. M. Compton supported the Fall ;natl0n on the Part of the People to
he said, of inviting the people to
'come across the borders, asking them argument and said that land in Curry vote against the constitution now
nhioii flv vpatb am sold for lnS framed, at Santa Fe. And If It
to settle and help develop the state,
if they are to he barred from the best $12 to $15 an acre is now selling at $5 should De rejected there will be much
lands that remain after the United an acre. He has bought some of these disappointment in the ranks of the
himself.
Thousands of people lltical bosses." El Paso Times,
States and others have had their pick
"
from the 75,000,000 acres that consti- have drifted away from eastern New
tute the area of the state. Of these Albion he Raid- - land values are un- wouldn't miss El Paso much. Never
did Pay mucn attention to her. Ex.
75,000,000 acres only 36,000,000 acres certain factors and there is no bank- the
nn th achnni lands helne worth !cePt that little imaginary line
remain for entry, and those 36,000,000 i
acres include a vast body of lands that more, or even as much, ten years from "E1 Paso, New Mexico. What do you
are practically worthless. He predict now as thev are today. E. B. Field thmk ot that? Come to think of it,
ed that after New Mexico had sold Dut several pointed questions which EI Paso is a lot nearer to New Mex
than it is to Texas. Texas
off the million acres for the payment brought out direct answers In support ic
of the Santa Fe and Grant county rail' f thA argument in favor of selling Pass City is a part of New Mexico
road bond debts, something which off an much of the lands as could be anyway." Deming Graphic.
"The delegates to the constitutional
ought to be done right away, the re- sold, although the fear was expressed
must not lose sight of the
convention
time
of
at
this
the
lands
selected
a
lands
small
that only
portion
maining
would not average in value above 50 would be salable at the minimum price fact that the people of Arizona are
to wait for all and
j Perfectly willing
cents an acre. He told of the recent fixed by Congress.
W. E. Garrison quoted the instance every proposed governmental remedy
sale of Baca Location No. 1, which
had been the pick of the timber lands of the man who lamented because his until statehood has become an ab- of the Territory at $3 an acre, which eraniifather had sold the site of Chi - iSOIu, established fact Put the Inis the minimum price under the En cago, but who forgot that It his father itiatlve and referendum Into the leg- provision oi me constitution
abling Acct at which the state lands had not sold the site, that Chicago "auve
and then provide a simple and eco-could be sold and offered affidavits would have gone elsewhere.
tt w Fermi Rson concluded, reiter- - nomical system of government for
from Democratic and Republican coun
the
that
Otero
what he had stated before: that the new state. That is all that Is
atini?
of
county,
officials
ty
timberlands of the Sacramento Lum he had faith that the development of required' now." Arizona Daily Star,
ber Company, are worth no more to- - the Territory would vastly Increase j
AN HONEST DOCTOR
day than when they were bought, and the value of the school lands and
that the homesteaders in that section that he is opposed to the state squan--1 remarked to his patient who has beenare glad to sell their holdings at $3 derlng Its precious heritage, that he cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetan acre and less. He cited tne im . had given the question much study able compound after his efforts had
mense outlay of money that was nec-- and is firmly convinced that It would failed, "Mrs. Weber, I do not believe
essary to make the Sacramento lands be a mistake to sell more ot tne lanas in patent medicines, but I will say
of anv value whatever.
at present than Is absolutely neces that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
The sneaker showed conclusively sary.
Compound is the best medicine ever
that It would be impossible to sell off The vote resulted almost unani- discovered for women. Continue to
the million acres for the Santa Fe mously In favor of the report of the use it." This is another link in the
and Grant county debts at the best Committee and the Article on Public long chain of evidence to prove the reprice obtainable above the $3 and $5 Lands finally; passed, reads as fol- liability of this standard medicine for
minimum prescribed by Congress if lows:
women.
Public Lands Department.
the school sections within such tract
and
sale
to
the
to
from
Section
be
1. All lands belonging
are
exempted
Notice for Publication.
that this would mean that the tax the Territory of New Mexico, and all
Not Coal)
(06966
on
lands granted, transferred or confirm- Department of the Interior.
payers would have to pay interest
the enormous debt for an indefinite ed to the State by Congress, and all U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
time. He told of grant lands that are lands that may be hereafter acquired
November 8, 1910.
selling In New Mexico for less than are declared to be public lands of the Notice Is hereby given that George
ten'
state to be held or disposed of as may
$2 an acre and prophesied that
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on
years would find New Mexico with be provided by law for the respective tember 18, 1905. made homestead Sep
en-more public land on hand than it purposes for which they have been
for SW
Section
ItZZiZ try No- wants and that It will beg Congress may be
2,
11 N.a Range 13 E., N. M.
to permit its sale at less than the acquired; provided that school sees. 2, P. Township
has filed notice of intenMeridian,
Calinow
to
36
oth
when not contiguous
minimum price
32, 16 or
prescribed.
tion to
final five year proof, to
fornia has Just sold its state lands er state lands shall be reserved from establishmake
claim to the land above deat $1 an acre; Texas is selling them sale for the period of ten years unless scribed, before
Register and Receiver
for less than $2 an acre.
such section can be sold within that at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
Mr. Fall then made an arithmetical time for not less than ten dollars per of
December, 1910.
calculation which showed that If the acre..
Claimant
names as witnesses:
now
sold
a
at
minimum
lands could be
Sec. 2. The Commissioner of PubMacarlo Leyba, Polito Leyba. Atl- price, the sum that would result, lic Lands shall have been a resident lano Qulntana, Isabel
Leyba, all of
placed on interest, would far exceed of New Mexico for not less than five
'
Leyba, N. M.
any possible increment In the value years prior to his election, and shall
MANUEL OTERO,
of the lands. He showed how the In- select, locate, classify and have the
Register.
Is
lands
absurdthe
come from leasing
direction, control, care and disposition
ly small as compared with the inter- of all public lands under the provisDressed In "Black and Yellow"'
est on the sums of money that could ions of the Enabling Act ot Congress, yNot
"Football Colors" but the color
be derived from ths sale of the land,
of the carton containing Foley's
On one million acres, sold at the mini
Honey and Tar the best and safest
mum of $3 per acre, the Interest would II
-1 cough
Trfc.rViriTlT
remedy for all coughs and colds.
amount to at least $12,000 a year
Dp not accept a substitute but see
which would go to the public schools,
that you get the genuine Foley's
while If these lands are leased, the
Honey and Tar In a yellow carton with
Income would be $7,000 less a year,
black letters. Sold by The Capital
even if every ace is leased, which
,
-is out ot the question for so vast a ntrmmMwmrr-im- f
"nnninmsti PLp.rmacy.
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At a recent luncheon given for an
engaged girl the color scheme was
pink and white, pink being the fa
The
vorite color of the bride-elec-t.
hostess was the tatter's closest friend
and all the guests were intimates of
the two, which made the luncheon a
very jolly affair.
The chandelier, above the table, was
festooned with pink and white tulle,
and suspended from It was a large
golden hoop simulating a wedding
From the hoop streamers of
ring.
pink and white ribbon stretched to
each cover, held in place there by
tiny cuplds, each cupld bearing a card
with the name of the guest to whom
the place had been assigned. Bride
roses filled a cut glass bowl in the
center of the table, were clustered
in vases and bowls on sideboard and
mantel, and nodded In banks from the
low window seats.
Tellow luncheons are very appropriate when the guest of honor is a bride,
since yellow suggests sunshine.
At
one such luncheon In early summer
last year a wedding bell covered with
field daisies with yellow hearts and
black-eyeSusans with yellow petals
hung above the table. A big flat dish
of old brass, filled with yellow lady's
slippers, stood in the center of the
table, and a wreath ot daisies and sml-la- x
followed the curve of the table,
just Inside the plates. Daisy festoons
stretched from the chandelier to the
four corners of the room and daisies
and black-eyeSusans and tall feathery grasses were banked on the mantelpiece and massed in earthenware
pots of quaint and unusual shapes.
The place cards at this luncheon
were tiny yellow satin slippers filled
with rice, the little card with the
name on it half hidden in the rice.
Other pretty place cards for engagement or bridal luncheons are
designs showing a girl's
head framed in a wedding ring, cupids
peeping through a heart design, or
twin hearts pierced with airows. A
woman with some skill in water colors and a certain amount of invention
can easily paint the cards for a luncheon and, knowing the fads and fancies
of her guests, can get in little personal touches that will enliven the luncheon immensely.
d
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RAFFIA

to

Many of the new hats in the looser
weaves of straw are being trimmed
very effectively in colored raffia and
velvet flowers, the raffia being covered with net of the same shade and
arranged like a scarf. Raffia comes in
nearly 25 shades, and where an unusual color must he matched,
the
white or natural colored can often be
dyed to the exact tint. One girl tried
for days to stain exactly a rather
bright blue raffia, and after falling
with all sorts of paints and dyes suc
ceeded by dipping the natural-coloregrass into ordinary washing blue.
With the help of raffia and net very
modish hats, indeed, can be trimmed
entirely at home, for even the velvet
flowers can be made with practise by
the amateur. Often the raffia and
net will match the straw of the hat.
with the flowers in another shade or
in black or white. The variations are
endless, and all are pretty.
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and Conversation
Create Best Impression.

Think of the woman whose house.
whose appearance, whose conversation
creates the best impression and you
will realize that absolute simplicity is
the secret. Remember this in selecting your summer clothes, or furnishing your summer home, also when you
meet strangers on your summer vacation.
Is not
Unfortunately, simplicity
cheap. You will pay more for the hat
of simple lines, the frock that Is of
exquisitely
dainty embroidery and
sheernnss of material, than you will
for something more ornate and dashing.
If you wish to pass a woman who
knows, you will no more overload
your back than you will your digestion.
Better a few things of Irreproachable cut and quality than an
elaborate wardrobe of flaunting finery.
It will doubtless mean having your
clothes made to order or weary rounds
cf the shops in search of the simple,
but It pays.
It Is not always possible to have
the house simple. If you rent your
landlord's taste is sure to be fancy and
the fixtures and decorations will wring
your heart. The furniture Is up to
you. There are nowadays so many
good copies of artistic old pieces that
there is no excuse for the hideous display of houses furnished in the middle
of the last century and later.
Adopt a simple scheme of decoration for your entire house and make
everything bought conform to It. This
does not need the training of a professional decorator; any woman who
makes a study of simplicity and keeps
her eyes open for bargains in that line
can achieve it.
These three rules go far in the right
direction: Stick to good lines of the
period chosen; do not overcrowd and
buy only the best, though it must be a
piece at a time with long waits between.
Simplicity of manner Is the crowning touch the real you. The rest Is
but the outer shell, a matter of training or perhaps of a skilled decorator,
or clever modiste. Do not post, do not
be affected, above all, do not boast.
You may not realize it, but in meeting
strangers the simple, easy, sincere
manner makes a much better impression with the right people, than airs,
much manner, or great assumption of
place and power.
FROCK

FOR

YOUNG

TRIMMING THE VOGUE

Gives Extremely Effective Touch
Many of the Season's Styles
In Millinery.

j

wZ

SIMPLICITY;

Aopearance

hand-painte- d

-
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Secret of the Woman Whose House,

Did you ever stop to think of the many ways in which a NEW IDEAS IN TABLE DECORATION AND PLACE CARDS.
perfect oil heater is of value? If you want to sleep with your window open in winter, you can get sufficient heat from an oil heater
while you undress at night, and then turn it off. Apply a match
In the morning, when you get out of How the Hostess May Eastiy Evolve
r
4Mb.
Something Attractive for
bed, and you have heat while you dress.
Teas and Dinners ConThose who have to eat an early
nected With Marriage.
breakfast before the stove is radiating
heat can get immediate warmth from
an oil heater, and then turn it off.
Every hostess takes pride In investThe girl who practices on the piano ing novel and pretty ducorations for
in a cold room in the morning can her luncheons, teas and dinners, and
takes special pride when the guest
have warmth from an oil heater while she
of honor is a young bride or
she plays, and then turn it off.
It is never a difficult matter to
The member of the family who evolve something attractive for a fes
has to walk the floor on a cold win- tivity connected
with marriage, for
ter's night with a restless baby can get there are so many charming designs
temporary heat with an oil heater, and that can be used cupidB, hearts, wed
then turn it off. The
ding bells, wedding rings and the

POLICY

SMARTNESS

This dainty waist Is of white tulle
with embroidered dots. It made with
tucks and trimmed with bands of soutache embroidery.
The yoke and cuffs are of plain
tulle, made with fine tucks.
For Elderly Women.
Elderly women's costumes In dark
or black ottoman or bengaline are
among the latest to be shown with severe tailor finish. They are exceedingly rich when made up with narrow
fiat band trimming of satin, and finished with inch buttons of crocheted
silk. Harper's Bazar.
Reckless.
"Can you support my child?" asked
the-olman, sternly. ;
"Support her? I could support the
whole family," the youth boasted,
Afterward he regretted that he had
not been more temperate In his
speech.
d

i

GIRL

TANKF0SKJ

LOVES

ANIMALS

ut When Wife's Parrot Perehsd en
His

Face In Bed
Rebelled,

He

Yielding to no man In his effectlon
.
for our dumb
Valentine
frk-nds.-

Furnished rooms

Yan-kofs- kl

of Winsted,
Conn., who appeared before Judge William and obtained a decree of separation from
Mrs. Yankofskl, eald he drew the line
at trying to dwell In peace and amity
with a houseful of cats, parrots and
dogs.
He told Judge Williams he believed
In pets when the pets are kept in
their proper places, but that he is far
from convinced that the cats, parrots
and the rest of the menagerie should
have carte blanche as to what they
may do In a house.
He had stood up as long as he could
under the affliction of having his
wife's trained animals sit at the table
with him, but when he remonstrated
she said that not only could they
share his board, but that when the
time came at night for the Yankofskls
to retire this hour was alBo to be the
animals' bedtime.
The plaintiff, who said his wife had
gone away leaving no forwarding address, was at a loss to explain her exodus on any ground other than that
she had become piqued when he kicked
a parrot out of bed simply because
the bird had chosen the Valentine
YankofskI face as a perch.
Mr. YankofskI said also that the
dogs with whom his wife had insisted
that he share his couch had developed
a fondness for sleeping in the daytime and spending the night roaming
over him. Being of an affectionate
disposition, YankofskI volunteered to
provide separate maintenance for the
animal act but his wife had declined
to be separated from her pets and had
gone away, taking the pets with her.

160

for housekeeping

Garcia.

FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409

St

Galisteo

FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for housekeeping. Apply 203
Montezuma.
'

LOST Black leather pocketbook
between Capitol and Palace hotel.
Contains money and letters. Return
to this office. Reward.
FOR SALE Four little houses and
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
Garcia street $1,750.
Rent for $50
month. Lots on E. Manhattan 48x600,
$150. Walter Kraul.
WANTED Men without experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, auto
mobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade in
few months without expense. 200 stud
ents last year. $30,000 contract Jobs.
Write immediately. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

FOR
SALE Handsome quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spacious and in Al condition.
ROYAL KINET0SC0PE DEVOTEE Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid conDuke Illustrate! His Adventures for dition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.
Friends by Means of the Moving
Pioture Machine.
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Royalty at the wheel of a moving
Coal Land Jemes Forest.
picture machine will be one feature
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
of the national festivities. The Duo
de Montpensier, uncle of the king of Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Portugal, brother of the Due
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
grandson of Louis Philippe, and
Notice is hereby given that toe ivl
himself an officer in the Spanish
army, Is coming a second time to lowing-nameclaimant hag filed noMexico, armed this time with an tice of his Intention to make final
action regarding camera as well as proof in support ot his claim under
guns.
sections 16 and 17 ot the act of March
A friend in this city who has re- 3. 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by
ceived a letter from the royal tourist the act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Is authority for the statement that he
470), and that said proof will be made
seldom "does" a region now without before
Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
being followed by a man carrying the Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
apparatus for catching the record of 1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
moving things.
N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec. 7,
The films secured, by the duke are
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
own
his
for
for
solely
the
use, and
M.
2
delectation of his friends. It is said N., R. W.. N. M. P.
He
names
the
witnesses
roilowing
that none he has taken has been or
ever will be exhibited before the mere to prove his actual continuous adverse
tor twenty
public, but that in both his European possession of said tract
homes the duke has thrown them years next preceding the survey of the
upon the screen in order to illustrate township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
his stories of personal adventure. The
duke gained his experience with the Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
.
moving picture camera in the Black Cuba,N. ML
v ,
foreBt of Germany. Mexico Record.
Any person who desires to protest
d'Or-lean- s,

d

,

'

Where Ears Grow Sharp.
A French balloonist has recorded
the clearness with which sounds coming from the surface of the ground can
be heard at a high altitude.
At the height of 6,000 feet the ringing of horses' hoofs on a hard road
was clearly audible. At 4,000 feet the
splashing sound made by ducks in a
pond was heard. The barking of dogs
and the crowing of cocks could be
heard at 7,000 or 8,000 feet
These sounds penetrated through a
while floor of cloud that hid the earth
from sight. In the perfect silence of
the air around the investigator was
startled by what seemed stealthy footsteps close at hand. It- was ascertained that this noise was caused by
This dainty frock for a young girl the stretching of the ropes and the
of about sixteen years Is of white mus- yielding of the silk as the balloon conlin In princess style elaborately made tinued to expand.
with fine tucks, English embroidery
and Valenciennes lace. It is finished
Up in the Air.
with a deep flounce of the English emGlenn H. Curttss was describing In
broidery.
New York bis flight down the HudThe attractive hat is also of muslin, son.
the soft crown entirely fashioned of
"The intelligent Interest of the pub-lithe embroidery, with draperies of soft
in my aeroplane and its operation,"
pink satin ribbon.
he said, "shows very plainly that people nowadays have a good general
knowledge of aeronautics. It wasn't
Utilizing the Dutch Collar.
A pretty way of using the
deep, always so. When I think of the stupid
round lace or embroidery Dutch col- and useless questions about my malars Is to renovate shirt waists with chine that used to exasperate me to
them. Blouses always wear out the point of rudeness, I am reminded
around the neck first and are often of Smith.
"Smith, meeting Jones one day, ex
discarded solely on this account
When this is so, put on the waist aft- claimed:
er cutting away the band collar only
"'Hallo. Jones! You wearing glasses? What's that for?'
and then lay on the deep collar.
Have some person pin all around
"Jones, annoyed at the foolishness
the lower edge of It to the waist Then of the question, answered Irritably:
baste and carefully sew. Afterward Corns!'"
cut away the material underneath the
collar and sew hooks and eyes to the
Solid Comfort.
edges In the back. A stock collar may
, "What do you find most enjoyable
be added if preferred.
about life, on the farm?"
"Well," replied Mr. Corntossel, "1
Justified.
don't calculate on much real enjoyThe man who boisterously Informs ment myself. But what 'Handy an'
you that he knows what he is talking the girls look forward to is the time
about is always justified in suspecting when the summer boarders take their
that you may be harboring a reason- knlttln' needles out on the porch an'
able doubt
talk about one another."
o

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not he allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses ot said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
that submitted by claimant
above-mention-

cross-exami- ne

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Regi8tor.
BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.

Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal 4 sheet
.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum2

1-- 2

mons, 4 sheet
4
sheet
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Clause, 2 sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 12
1--

1--

1--

sheet

Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Notice of Protest,
sheet,

2

4

sheet

Warranty Deed,

sheet

2

sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals.
sheet
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Butchers' Bond.
sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Ll-censes,
sheet
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pllego.
Auto de Prision, 4 pllego.
Declaration Jurada, 4 pllego.
2

1--4

2

1--2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

Certlficado de

Nombramletto,

1-- 4

pllego.

Fianza Oficial,
Fianza Oficial

pllego.

2

y

Juramento,

pllego.

Fianza para Guardar la Paz,

1-- 2

j

1-- 2

pllgeo.

Formula de Enumeration, 2 pllego,
Contrato entre los Dlrectores y Preceptors, 2 pllego.
1--

Unique Books In Museum.
Luoky Jack.
The British museum contains books
Nan (at lake resort) Yes, Jaok has
written on oyster shells, bricks, tiles, been teaching me how to swim. It's
bones, Ivory, lead. Iron, sheepskin, great fun.
and palm leaves.
Fan The rascal! He's been pretending to me that he can't swim a
stroke, and I put in nearly all of yesSweethearts Are Bought
In the Kamyshin district of Russia terday teaching him'
a suitor has to buy his sweetheart
Cigar Boxes for Pepper,
Connecticut is an enterprising state.
from her father. A pretty girl of good
Its chief products in the good old days
family costs about $100.
before the pure food laws were wooden nutmegs and basswood hams.
Anomalies.
Now she boasts a philanthropist who
The best description of the Rhine was
recently arrested for grinding up
was written by a man who had never
boxes and soiling the result as
cigar
seen it And the fellow who burles- pepper.
,
ques hay fever never had It

Caminos, 25c.

Libros de Reclbo de Capitation, 50
en nn libro, 25c.
Noticla de Asesores de Asesamente
en nn libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
Documento Sin Garantia.
pllego.

v

100

2

2

Option,

1--2

sheet

Notas Ohligacioaes, 25c por 5.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reclbos Supervisors de
Libros de Election de Dlrectores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
.
y 40c.
Application por Llcencla de Matrl-monl1-- 2

pllego.

Certlficado de Muerte, 4 pllego.
Certlficado de Natimento,
pllego.
Registration de Fallecimentos y
Profits of the Home Garden.
Wise Party.
We Have Heard It 8ald.
We have known a man go Into his Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Nothing else ever looks as foolish garden and spend an hour digging five
Magistrate Witness, tell all you
as the smile of a woman when you cents' worth of potatoes from two Civil. $4.
know.
Witness I know how to write, read, have ceased to cars for her. Chicago rows. Then he was compelled to pay
Record-Herald- ,
It yon want anything on carUi try
do accounts and a little geometry.
ten cents to have his shoes cleaned on
a New Hexlcau Want Ad,
Hire..
coming, downtown. Atchison (Hope.
-

.

.

1--

1-- 4
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clever performers," said Mr. Stanton AUTOISTS BLAZING NEW
tory to the territorial or state enginTRANSCONTINENTAL
TRAIL.
eer and that the construction work
today "and I am confident that those e
iminD
pitv
tddipc
WATERS
who do see it will be well entertainshall be done to his catisfaction."
iimiun uin lunua
k
ed." There are also good pictures for
A, L. Westguard, the first president
Territorial Funds.
NO-- 4
the picture-lovinTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
public.
of the Touring Club of America arUP j today received from B. J. Reagan,
Mrs. Freida Matsuna Dead Mrs. rived in the
city this morning In his
3( Freida Matsuna died
Denver, Colo.; Nov. 12.
treasurer of Roosevelt county, $1,060.-75- ;
yesterday at the
W. H. Merchant of Eddy county, X The forecast is generally fair X age of 27. She is survived by a wid- 40 horse power Premier car on a transThe funeral will continental tour to blaze a trail for
$876.42; Game Warden T. P. Gable X tonight and Sunday with rising X ower and a baby.
JS
X temperature.
Territorial Engineer Vernon $333.75.
take place at 2:30 p. m. Sunday from a "transcontinental highway" for the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX tne Mumgan ana juung unaertaKing ; en jovment of motori8t8 of thig coun.
Five More Prisoners.
L. Sullivan Rejects All
brought' FOR SALE law library of the late parlors.
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh
Extry generaly and also for those from
Applications
five prisoners to the penitentiary to- John P. Victory.,Mary M. Victory,
GIVE US YOUR ORDER
Why the Boys Leave Home Chas.
abroad
One was Jo- ecutrix.
coming to see the wonders of
Colfax
arfrom
county.
of
York
New
Gates
day
City,
ALL ORDERS
Train From South Late The feanta Sawyerhere
to
route
en
America.
Denver.
se Dalavan, for the larceny of a horse,
rived
today
RED RIVER PROJECT APPROVED and he will serve from one and a half Fe train from the south due at noon He is
making a transcontinental Jour1
With Mr. Westguard were Mrs.
For Turkeys Entered Before Nov, 17th.
was
over
an
late
hour
today.
to find out the answer to the questo two and a half years. A fine of
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee ney
also of New York city,
Westguard,
WITH HEADS AND FEET OFF,
tion "Why Do Boys Leave Home", for
$500 was also imposed. The other
It Will Result in Reclamation four prisoners were the four boys Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues-Pleas- the purpose of giving information so Ray McNamara and H. C. Drum, one
order In advance. Phone Black obtained to the cause of
saving "On of the sporting editors of the Chiof Forty-Fiv- e
Thousand
from the Reform School whom Gov- 152. I. M. Astler.
orRoad to Ruin Boys." He says he cago Record Herald and an expert
the
In
be
Mills
to
ernor
1000
lbs.
selected
pardoned
recently
or
sex,
Acres of Land.
Any Size, age
Fer- is
Licenses Amador
Marriage
traveling at the behest of the New
der to have them sentenced to the
from. Price will be higher after the nth.
22 and Miss Florentlna York Catholic Protectory, conducted on automobiles and auto tours.
nandez,
aged
in
with
for an assaultMr. Drum is a type of the Bturdy
Martinez aged 22, both of Truchas, by the Christian Brothers.
Governor Mills today appointed Rt penitentiary
SO ORDER EARLY.
Asto- murder committed on
took out a marriage license today.
cardo Chavez of Vaughn, Guadalupe: tent
middle west newspaper man who
of
the
Sample
Woman's Board of Trade The Wocounty, and Charles G. Richie of Santa sistant Superintendent
has figured in the newspaper battles
niM M. 4.
Piione No.
F. ANDREWS
reform school. The boys were given man's Board of Trade will hold its BELLE ELMORE CRIPPEN
Fe, notaries public.
APPEARS AT ALIX. of metropolitan journalism. "We had
two to five years.
sentences
from
on
at
the
library
regular meeting
Trouble at Santa Clara Settled.
a delightful trip from Chicago where
are John Smith, Walter Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
1
The trouble between the Pueblo In- Their names
rom Page One.)
f
(Continued
joined the party he said, "and I
Clark,
Grover
and
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed
dians on the Santa Clara reservation Scott, Paul OwenWalsh."
must say that we have seen some of
tried
They
"William
alias
B.
and the settlers who had been grazHayward, fainted. Later while in a store, the the best roads on the Journey right
immediately.
Joseph
escape from the Re- Room No. 19, Catron Block,
woman was eaeerlv readine a number in tfco Snnniiino State nt Mow MoTicn
ing cattle on the reservation under to make theirsome
when
and
time
ago
Santa Fe Trail March Galop The f T1RWSr.finora md aeain fainted on That anonio hiiriiwoT la a msnoi on1
permits of the forest service has been! form School
interNew Mexican has recelvedcopies of
satisfactorily settled. The Indians the assistant superintendent
sometnlng
concerning the i b0pe other motorists may enjoy a .
inIF YOU WANT THE
a new march hit: The Santa Fe read,ng
have surrendered the cattle they fered "they assaulted him, and
her under 8ur.
naye
cage Thg
ftg we did
oyer
uje
The
boys
flicting serious injuries.
impounded.
'
8he may be arrested
and
Mr-sald
and
the party had
of
age
20 years
riance
Pecos Water Applications
Hot
Rejected. are from 18 to
tleme when it got lost in
the reform ed at Kansas City, Kansas.
thrilling
considered
beyond
are
A sweeping rejection of all pending
Owen is the
school's management.
Congratulations
MRS. ROBERT C. RANKIN
OBTAINABLE IN THE CIT
applications for water rights on the son of a former sheriff and comes of
at an Indian village where the sight
and Mrs. Victoriano Casados are re-- ,
EnTerritorial
Pecos river today by
WILL BE SOLOIST. j of
pale faces in a big touring car
a
family.
arrival
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good
yesterday
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gineer Vernon L. Sullivan, upon an
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Street.
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Game Warden Gable
opinion by the attorney general, puts
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the people of the Pecos valley from Magdalena with 27 Indians charged a boy. Both mother and the babe, '
ga8
'
Fort Sumner north in the same fix with violating the game laws. He are doing well.
Here Friday Night.
,
;
11 making
as the people in the Rio Grande north will take them to Socorro where they
Mrs. Robert C. Rankin, a well York October
Accuracy, not the ordinary kind.
to San
hU
He
is
on
way
easy
stages.
Veon
of the Engle dam. The rejection is
will be tried.
which deals with fractions known soprano soloist from Las
but
Francisco and thence will return to
Where Only Groote's Dutch
Postoffice Changes
nre- - eas and formerly of New York, will
the ground that the reclamation serv1n tn
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ice has already appropriated more
The following postofflces nave Deeu BCriptlons, is the kind of accuracy the sing at tne concert wmcn win De givChocolate is Served
Colfax county, Zook Pb.armacy is telling about in en Friday night in Library Hall under
than the normal flow of the Pecos established: Brackett,
'
for the Carlsbad project. It 'will de- - to be served from Dorsey, twelve their change of ad . for today. If you the auspices of the Guild of the, The New Mexican
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ranting
,
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lay if not hinder altogether the de
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pany nag prepared dVu and criminal
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dockets especially for the use of Jus-tQ g2 Degree8Tbat
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whose filings have been rejected are: mer. Sarah R. Boyd has been ap,
t , ht wag 33 fleCTee8 and She is considered one of the finest eood record naDer. strongly and'dur-t
A. A. Jones, H. B. Jones, Fort Sum-ine- r
pointed postmaster at Mount Vernon; at 6 o'clock this morning it was 35 de- - singers in New Mexico and a treat aDly bound, with leather back and
and Pecos Land Company, Fred Maria E. Ortega at Ranchos de Taos;
The day was clear and pleas- - is certainly in store for music lovers covers and canvas sides, hall full
H. Miller, Baldwin & Gibbany, J. M. James W. McMichael at Flora Vista grees.
ot whom there are many in Santa Fe. index in front and the fees of justices
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Thee boys which so many prominent Santa Fe dyji or Criminal
Heedless Youngsters.
$2.75
DON'T IT?
the lower course.
taste- - combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.0C
this convention, which is included in last evening jumped up at the back of ladies belong. The hall will be
Big Project Approved.
the Jaffa automobile, hung, to a rod fully decorated in Harvest Home docket, or 55 cents additional for a
the minority report."
EUY THEM OF US AND SEE IF YOU
a a seflillo. said it was very diffi supporting the canopy and broke it. style, leaves, grains, fruits in profus-- ,
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
For 45 cents additional for a slngia
DONT SAVE LOTS OF THAT MONEY
livan today approved the application cult for him to differentiate between Following so close upon the killing of ion adding to the charm of the deco- - combination docket, they will be S3nt
of the Red River Land and Water the majority and minority reports, but a child by a garbage wagon, it is a rations.
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Company of Red River, Taos county, such differences as do exist are in wonder that parents and officers will
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With something new every day,

w inter

is Coming

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer.
But one thing is certain-Win- ter
is Coming.

The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to bea
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of business will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
best sellers and most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY.
You'll do well to anticipate your needs
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over, AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your mea- sure to be pleased.

The wind

sure--you- re

is changing.
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Looking for your interest 'while you sleep.

We Guarantee
every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This department has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKE ITS PLACE.
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